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A WORD ON COACHING

– Part 4
Bernard Eckey, GFA head coach for South Australia and the Northern Territory
IN THIS FINAL ARTICLE OF THE CURRENT SERIES WE WILL
START WITH A CLOSER LOOK AT MOTIVATION. THEN WE WILL
CONTINUE TO CONSIDER MENTAL ASPECTS AND THE BENEFITS FOR PERFORMANCE GLIDING.

M O T I VAT I O N

When you first took up gliding you were
probably motivated by a general interest in
aviation and a desire to fly without engines.
Perfect! Your aviation interest was the key
motivator and your motivation came from
within. Better still, you started with a clear
and realistic goal. Ask any successful person
what motivates him or her and the very
likely answer will be “My goal of…” Focusing on a goal creates success which leads
to an upward spiral of motivation.
You are now a solo pilot and you can
be rightly proud of having achieved your
first goal. Congratulations! With the help
of your instructors you have cracked a hard
nut, but an even harder one is waiting
around the corner. Now you are expected
to learn as a solo pilot and accumulate the
experience and skills necessary to enjoy our
beautiful sport to the fullest. Only your
determination is the door to new opportunities, but keep in mind that only properly
selected goals will determine whether you
get ongoing satisfaction from gliding.
So, what is your next goal? The standard answer in gliding circles is that there is
a long list of certificates to aim for. But is
this standard answer good enough? Statistics indicate that our sport is losing a large
number of participants shortly before, or
after, they have reached solo status. This
points to problems with motivation and this
article is all about helping you to avoid this
trap. You have put a lot of eﬀort into getting
this far and you deserve all possible help and
assistance. Whether you remain committed
to gliding depends entirely on your level of
motivation. If your instructors have managed to infect you with the gliding bug during basic training you are likely to become
a strong supporter of the gliding movement
for years or even decades. If they haven’t, you
need to draw on your own motivation and
your ability to see the big picture – a picture
of long journeys of airborne discovery of our
beautiful Mother Earth. Journeys oﬀering
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a bird’s eye view of nature and journeys of
tranquillity and harmony with the environment. Imagine the immense satisfaction of
gliding upon the same updraughts used by
soaring birds. Visualise the overwhelming
sense of achievement while on a safe final
glide from a successful long distance flight
or envisage the elation of standing on the
podium after a competition. Let all of this
inspire you and let it provide motivation for
realising your full potential.
GOAL SETTING

Now let us see how we can implement
some, or all, of the suggestions made above.
Simply reading a series of articles alone will
not on its own ensure success. We should
now consider how to take advantage of
newly learned theory and how best to turn
it into a practical skill. It is important to be
very clear and specific about what exactly
we want to accomplish, which in turn
should allow us to see more precisely what
the course of action should be.
First we need to identify a realistic goal.
None of us is likely to invest a great deal of
eﬀort into a task with little or no chance of
succeeding. So the first step is to set a realistic goal: one we feel is within our reach. The
achievement-orientated pilot tends to set
diﬃcult, but doable tasks for himself while
others tend to set themselves goals that are
much easier to accomplish. Setting a goal
such as winning the next championship
is counterproductive as it is dependent on
many external factors such as the strength
of other competitors, equipment failures
and perhaps the weather.
Set a goal that is entirely within your
own control. Ideally such goals should pull
you out of your comfort zone and provide
positive motivation. It follows that you need
to develop a plan, because if you fail to plan,
you plan to fail. Let me share my plan with
you right now.
At first concentrate on one particular
aspect of your flying and pick a skill you

think could do with some enhancement. The
next step is to write it down and put it in
a place where you see it at least once a day.
Once you have done that, forget about all
other possible areas of improvement in your
flying, the decision has been made and you
will stick with it. Do not get distracted, but
focus on one skill refinement to the temporary exclusion of all others. Of course, this
does not mean that you relax on safety or
ignore the lessons learned during basic training, but it does mean that every opportunity
must be used to increase your skill level in
this particular area.
Let us look at an example together.
Say you have resolved to work on your
angle of bank. Perhaps you have learned that
you can improve your rate of climb just by
optimising the angle of bank and you have
also come to realise that you are usually
thermalling at too shallow an angle.
Now you have a realistic goal and you
have just completed step one of your exercise. You can now move on to Stage Two
where you collect information on the subject
and polish up on your theory. Theoretical
knowledge ensures that you don’t have to
go by trial and error, but simply implement
what very experienced and seasoned glider
pilots have collated and written down in
good books or gliding magazines.
As luck would have it, it just so happens
that the subject of bank-angle optimisation
was covered in a previous article. All you
have to do is dig it up and spend an evening
(or two) digesting it. You have now completed Stage Two of your exercise without
even stepping into a glider. It has cost nothing and you have already absorbed a lot of
background information.
In Stage Three you simply put theory
into practice. You implement what you have
identified as the correct course of action, but
also learn from your mistakes. Try as you
might, sometimes you fall back into your old
bad habits, but, with a bit of thought, you
quickly remind yourself that there are better
Soaring Australia
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and more eﬃcient ways of thermalling.
Bad habits are often deeply ingrained and
it is only too easy to give up on your goal.
Obviously, you tell yourself, you are not
made of the right stuﬀ: “Maybe other pilots
can do it, but I just don’t have the willpower
to go through with it.”
Nonsense! We are all humans and we
all make mistakes, but the diﬀerence
between success and failure is persistence.
Don’t be discouraged and don’t fall into the
trap of telling yourself that you never wanted
to achieve the goal in the first place. Pitfalls
like these will ensure that you will never
make progress. When you return from a
training flight, realise that you were too busy
just trying to stay airborne and you did not
find the time to experiment with a steeper
angle of bank. There will be another opportunity next week or the week after – just
don’t give up, simply resolve to attempt it
again next time.
If this appears too pedantic and you
think you can work on more than one skill
simultaneously, think again. I have seen
glider pilots with World records to their
credit, but with a note stuck to the instrument panel on a training flight. The note
simply served as a reminder to focus on one
particular aspect of their flying – very convincing indeed.
FORMULA FOR SUCCESS

There are glider pilots who hope that things
will happen, there are others who expect
things to happen and a select few who make
things happen.
You have already learned quite a few
things about thermals, thermalling and
cross-country flying. You have rolled up your
sleeves and you have started: Perhaps you
have even identified areas of weakness and
you have resolved to concentrate on improving one or two skills in particular.
You are on the right track; you are a person that makes things happen. Don’t worry
if the first weeks or months do not show
immediate results. You have embarked on
a long and diﬃcult road with every chance
of an occasional setback. But if you persist,
you will begin to see the benefits before
long. You have every right to feel confident,
you can step into a glider with a more positive attitude and be assured you have done
all you can to succeed.
What we need to do first though, is to
give you some inside secrets for keeping on
track. You might be lucky and have instant
success when you try some of the suggestions, but it is more likely that you will not
hit the jackpot on the first few attempts.
There could be a number of reasons why
2
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your early attempts aren’t met with success,
but it is vital to persevere and try again.
Giving up after a few unsuccessful
attempts is just like getting a prescription
for 100 pills to cure a long-standing ailment,
but then throwing the pills away after taking
only two or three, just because they have not
shown the desired eﬀect immediately.
You can have every confidence that
you are on the right path – you have read
the book and you have acquired some vital
background knowledge. You now have the
pills in your pocket and as long as you don’t
forget to take them, you will succeed – no
doubt at all.
M E N TA L R E H E A R S A L S

If we ask men or women occupying the
top rankings in their respective sports, they
are usually adamant that winning happens
almost exclusively in the head. Many of
us wrongly interpret such comments as a
reflection on the individual’s intelligence
and some of us immediately throw in the
towel, thinking that their intellect is not
on par with these famous and highly celebrated athletes. In reality, however, intelligence plays only a minor roll. What really
matters is that (parallel to the necessary
physical skills) athletes have worked on their
brain or, more precisely, on the processing
capabilities of it. The result is an almost
automatic implementation of appropriate
responses through well-established neuromuscular pathways.
The same can be applied to gliding.
A beginner experiencing problems with
winch launching, for example, can continue
his training at home. Visualising the take
oﬀ and developing appropriate control
inputs to all stages of the launch will develop
the neuro-muscular system and automate
the appropriate in-flight responses.
The same holds true for countless other
situations and, in particular, competition
flying. For example, daily winners of high
ranking gliding competitions usually report
on a very harmonic and eﬀortless flight
which turned out to be surprisingly easy and
straightforward. It is obvious that they have
taken advantage of synchronising mental and
physical skills through a disciplined application of mental rehearsals. This includes a
thorough flight preparation incorporating
a prior visualisation of the flight. Mentally,
top competition pilots have repeatedly
performed the task with all its possible
challenges and opportunities well before
stepping into their glider.
What works well for competition pilots
should be good enough for all of us. Practising gliding skills doesn’t have to come to an
end when we step out of a glider. On the

contrary, all skills can (and should) be mentally refined and rehearsed between training flights. Such practice can be fitted into
the busiest daily schedule and can be done
more often than we think. If we are honest,
we have numerous daily opportunities for
practising mental rehearsals. Why not use
frequent waiting times or idle periods to
exercise neuro-muscular pathways and finetune coordination skills? The link between
your brain and your muscles can be trained
until a more automatic response is developed
for a smarter approach to tricky in-flight
situations. As a by-product it considerably
speeds up the acquisition of new skills.
Other benefits include better self-motivation
and an enhanced drive for progress.
Mental rehearsal is building successful repetitions of a performance segment
by constructive use of your imagination.
The first step is to select a quiet place and
eliminate any possible distractions. Now you
make yourself comfortable and close your
eyes before you concentrate on visualising a
specific flight segment. This can be achieved
by imagining a scenario as seen through our
eyes, as felt through our limbs and as heard
through our ears. For maximum benefit use
your hands and feet to simulate moving stick
and rudder!
Most pilots have a tendency of refining
skills that they are already good at and they
dislike practising flight segments at which
they are less proficient. However, pilots suﬃciently critical of themselves realise that their
usual course of action is far from eﬃcient
and that there are much better responses.
Implementing the new response mentally
(and realising that you have perfect control
over the outcome) is part of your mental
rehearsal process. Keep repeating the exercise
and use every opportunity to perfect the skill
in your own mind. The more positive repetitions you have completed, the better you will
cope with a situation when it next arises. You
can train yourself to look forward to situations that repeatedly got you into trouble in
the past. Now you have the right answers
– at long last.
A N A LY S I NG YO U R F L IG H T

How often have you faced a tricky situation in the air and wished you had the right
answer to a particular question or problem?
“If only”, you say to yourself, “I could think
of the hints or suggestions I read some time
ago, and quickly apply the solution right
now, the chances of getting out of my current
predicament would be much improved…”
Well, if this story sounds familiar, you
are not alone. The high workload of a crosscountry flight, or perhaps even the added
pressure of a threatening outlanding, makes
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it very hard to remain cool, focus on the
problem and apply the correct measures.
When you return from such a flight you
have two options. Either you quickly forget
the experience or you find a few moments
to analyse the flight and find out what could
have been done better. In some cases, this
involves re-reading of the gliding literature,
but in others it is just a matter of standing
back, reflecting on the flight and the decisions made prior to getting into trouble.
More often than not, the reasons become
obvious and are very plain to see with the
benefit of hindsight. Gaining experience is
all about putting positive as well as negative
lessons into the memory bank and drawing
on it when required. However, in some cases,
this soul-searching exercise involves studying flight records such as barograph traces,
having a second look at the map, including
alternative track selection (eg, in view of the
topographical features of the countryside),
or even studying GPS track logs.
Top glider pilots always strive for perfection, but they can only get close. However,
by evaluating each flight and by assessing
what went right and what could have been
done better, we will get closer to that perfect
flight. Always conduct your own check flight
and de-brief yourself. This evaluating and
monitoring of your own performance will
lead to a continual improvement.
LEARNING FROM
T H E E X P E RT S

We see it all too often: Achievers are put
down a notch or two by people around us
whenever an opportunity presents itself.
It happens in the workplace, in every day
life and, yes, you guessed it, even on the
gliding field.
Pilots who are consistently outperforming others are obviously doing something
right. There could be a number of reasons
for that. They might be more skilled, or
more experienced, or they might even have
accumulated a better theoretical knowledge.
But, whatever the case may be, it is always
a good idea to learn from better pilots and
let them help you. Although there are isolated cases where achievers hold back their
winning formulae, on the whole, top pilots
are only too happy to share their wealth of
experience with others and part with accumulated knowledge.
Agreed, sometimes such pilots need to
be prompted to pass on their expertise, but
if this is the case we might have to take the
initiative and ask some questions. The point
to remember here is to be specific – very
specific. Questions such as, “How come you
were so fast?”, are likely to result in a rather
general answer and most probably not lead
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to great revelations. If, on the other hand, we
ask very specific questions, we stand a very
good chance of entering into discussions and
are likely to learn from them. Be diplomatic
and, if necessary, tell them what your perceived weak points are. More often than not
such tactics will make other pilots sympathise and useful hints will usually emerge.
Also, like most people, top pilots often
like to underline their recommendations by
using examples from some of their flights.
Provided we draw the correct conclusions, we
can learn a great deal, regardless of whether
we hear of stories of success or failure.
Gliding is more than a pastime, it is a
serious sport and as participants we should
always uphold the spirit of true sportsmanship. Putting down fellow glider pilots just
because they happen to be better is not only
unfair, but does nothing to improve our own
performance. On the contrary, it leads to a
preoccupation with irrelevant matters and
deprives us of real opportunities to enhance
our own skills.
EVALUATING OUR PROGRESS

We are striving for progress, not instant
perfection. Because we are not born to fly,
we are rather slow learners when it comes
to acquiring new skills – a fact we need
to remind ourselves of frequently. As we
move closer towards achieving our goal, we
want to give ourselves periodic check-ups to
gauge our rate of progress. They are opportunities to see how we have done and if we
are still on track.
It is all too easy to start with the best
intentions and a clearly identified goal, but
then run into a spell of unsuitable weather, or
other distractions which keep us away from
the gliding field for a while. If this is the case,
there is the risk of losing track of our goals,
so that practical implementation of theoretical knowledge can easily fall by the wayside.
Even worse, our theoretical background
knowledge becomes more and more clouded
with time and might require refreshing.
This will not be a problem if you have
access to good gliding literature and if you
retain this set of articles for future reference.
Your coach will also help if he or she is asked
the right questions. Use these as a resource,
if needed, and take a moment to re-focus on
your goals before you step into a glider after
a break. I want you to achieve all the success
you can because success is by far the greatest
motivator of all. Success equals fun, and as
long as glider pilots have fun they remain
enthusiastic about our sport and make it
more vibrant and more exciting for all of us.

BELIEVE IN YOUR ABILITY
TO SUCCEED

This is perhaps my most important suggestion. You have every reason to believe you’ll
succeed. The stronger you are in this belief,
the more eﬀort you are likely to expend into
shaking oﬀ some less desirable habits, and
the more you want to persist in the face of
an obstacle. Why not dwell on your accomplishments rather than on your failures?
Be your own coach, and learn to foster
your own self-esteem. Remember that every
time you work on your gliding skills you are
getting one step closer to your goal. Let that
inspire you!
Adopt a new way of thinking: positive
thinking. Isn’t this what it comes down to?
Often our old selves have deep-rooted habits,
half-baked ideas, concerns about our limitations or perhaps even fear of failure.
A negative frame of mind does not go
with gliding. Still, we see it all too often, and
around the launch point is often manifested
in comments like: “With my luck, I will be
back on the ground in a few minutes.” Guess
what happens next? Yes, you are right, after
only an extended circuit the pilot is back on
the ground and finds himself at the back of
the launch grid.
Such outdated thinking can be filtered
out. Winners stay away from destructive and
ego-driven elements of the gliding movement;
they face life with a positive attitude and
focus on successful outcomes. Winners never
quit and quitters most certainly never win.
Don’t quit
When things go wrong as they sometimes will,
When the lift is weak and all seems uphill,
When you are struggling low
and your friends are high,
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh,
When being low is pressing you down a bit…
By all means pray, but just don’t quit.
Success is failure turned inside out,
A hidden gift in the clouds of doubt.
You never can tell how close you are,
It may be near when it seems afar.
So trust in your skills
when you’re hardest hit…
It’s when things go wrong
that you must not quit!
With those few words of poetry we will
conclude our current series of articles on
coaching. Let’ hope that not only coaches
and instructors have extracted some useful
information, but that the general membership has also benefited a little. Coaching is
all about turning the dreams and ambitions
of pilots into reality. If we do it right, we will
make progress and improve our membership
retention rate in the medium to long term.
Let’ all work together on this vital piece of
survival strategy.
Soaring Australia
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XC ALIVE AND WELL IN TASSIE
Boris Marold, President Tassie THPA Club

THE TASMANIAN FLYING SEASON THIS YEAR GOT OFF TO A GREAT START WITH SOME CROSSCOUNTRY
FLIGHTS BEING STARTED AT THE END OF OCTOBER 2007 AND MAINTAINING GOOD MOMENTUM
THROUGHOUT THE SEASON. OUR ‘FLATLANDS’ CROSSCOUNTRY SITE HAS A MOUNTAIN LAUNCH AT
TUNBRIDGE TIER WITH A HEIGHT OF 2900FT ASL AND 2100 agl. THIS IS HALFWAY BETWEEN HOBART
AND LAUNCESTON.

Hugh Glenn thermalling over Highland lakes

W

e also have access to three airstrips
for cartowing. One near Launceston
at Valleyfield (old WW2 Strips), the
Tasmanian Gliding Club West of
Tunbridge township and one near Bothwell
in our Highland region.
Valleyfield near Launceston was the
venue for our weekend cross-country competition held on 12 and 13 January 2008.
Seven hang glider pilots showed up and
Leandra, our female pilot, wanted a refresher
flight as she had been out of action for
a while due to a sporting injury.
Very quickly the synoptic situation
changed mid-morning to a stiﬀ NW breeze
with thermal gusts blasting through to 20kt.
After a couple of flights, it was decided that,
for most, it was too windy to fly, as coring
Left to right: Leandra, Boris, Mico, Jason, Hugh, Stephen and Mark

The tow paddock during our weekend cross-country comp
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a thermal had to be done quickly, followed
by commitment as the drift soon had you
out of the tow paddock.
After lunch Hugh Glenn, our most
experienced pilot, decided it was worth
putting his slick Litespeed in the air and
giving it a go. After wrestling with his harness and tow bridle, he was ready for launch.
He pinged oﬀ and managed to core a thermal, continued to climb and drift away.
After his success, and seeing him vanish
into the sky, I decided it was time to go too.

I had already started packing up and quickly
got my act together to launch and hope
for a good thermal.
As a result both Hugh and myself
managed to break the previous Tassie record
and Hugh had a fantastic run of 80km
straight-line over the Midland highway
and on into Colebrook.
I finished up further east in my Shark
144, with a 65km run and landing in very
gusty conditions. Thanks for the remote
retrieve, Stephen and Leandra.
April 2008
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Within seven days I had the good fortune of having another flight from
Valleyfield, this time with northerly conditions which allowed me a State record run
of 88km straight-line into the same valley
as Hugh.
Covering these distances here is a little
more challenging than the big open flatlands
of the ‘North Island’, as we have seabreeze
eﬀects pushing into the centre of the state,
often hampering any long distances. It’s
often the case that we fly in one direction
only to be met by an opposing seabreeze
halting our progress.
Now is the time for us to concentrate
on triangles which will challenge us more,
but hopefully keep us in the air longer.
Our Tunbridge Tier mountain launch was
upgraded last season to a safer launch and
now rates as good as any. It is still, however,
an advanced site and requires great respect.
Other pilots have also been increasing
their thermalling skills and will hopefully
next season capitalise on them to increase
their cross-country potential.
The paragliders too have done well
this season, with a number of great flights
around the state to increase their total kilometres flown. Pete Steane is currently placed
third overall on his paraglider.
As of end of February our small club
of even fewer active members have flown
a total of 574km amongst seven pilots.
Other pilots, like Mick Calvert from
near Hobart, have been making good use
of dune-gooning, joined by Hugh and the
odd pilot who could make it down there.

Tunbridge Tier launch

We also had one of our paraglider pilots,
Dean, successfully add hang gliding to his
repertoire and he has enjoyed flying his new
wing. Congratulations!
So for those of you who think crosscountry in Tassie is not happening, we say
“It is ON!” Bring your gear and enjoy a great
holiday, great scenery, no long retrieves
compared to mainland standards and plenty
of good food and wine along the way.
We love to have visitors, so come
on down, downunder.

Jason Wiersma and Boris Marold

April 2008
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XC OPEN WORLD SERIES 2008

– Round 1, Manilla, Australia

On glide with great clouds ahead

Godfrey Wenness, Event Organiser
ONE HUNDRED PILOTS FROM 23 NATIONS MADE THE TRIP DOWNUNDER TO MANILLA FOR THE FIRST
EVENT IN THE XC OPEN WORLD SERIES FOR 2008. WITH THE SIXYEAR LONG SEVERE EL NIÑO DROUGHT
GONE IN NOVEMBER, LA NIÑA SHOWED UP AND BROUGHT MASSIVE FLOODING TO MUCH OF THE
EASTERN COASTAL AREAS OVER SUMMER AS MOTHER NATURE TRIED TO RESTORE THE BALANCE. IT ALSO
LEFT MANILLA LOOKING TROPICALLY GREEN AND HAD PILOTS WONDERING WHAT CROSSCOUNTRIES
WOULD BE POSSIBLE.

T

Cloud streets wait for the briefing to end while a wind tech shows the way
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he first few days were slow aﬀairs
with distances of only 48km
on T1 and 112km on T2. By
mid-week the area recovered and
despite some light drizzle cancelling Day 4,
184km (T3) was made the next day by series
organiser Hans Bausenwein.
Typically the early part of the days were
slow and cloudbase ultra low by Manilla
standards (1500 to 1700m). Those who survived until mid-afternoon usually made great
flights with bases between 2000 to 2500m.
Those who didn’t, suﬀered with many
bomb-outs and re-flights. A number of pilots
managed to get away for a respectable scoring cross-country after returning to launch
from a 10 to 20km early on-course bombout, something not easily noticed from the
daily results.
April 2008
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New for this series was the inclusion
of classes like Fun (DHV1 and 1-2) and
Sport (DHV2) with 24 and 52 pilots in
each respectively. This was in addition to
the usual Serial (81 pilots) and Open Classes. The team scoring was bonused for pilots
in the lower classes as well and all the classes
were hotly contested the whole week.
In Open Class, the lead changed daily
between Slovakia’s up-and-coming Vyparina
brothers (watch out Valic brothers!) and the
more veteran pilots Mark Watts (GBR),
Hans Bausenwein (DEU) and
Fred Gungl (AUS). Serial Class was a close
race between Polish Grzegorz Olejnik
(Trango 3), Rolf von Arx of Switzerland
(Omega 7) and Stephan Guilbert of
New Caledonia (Mantra).
The last few days of the event saw consistent SE winds, subtle inversions down
low and great cloud streets in the flatlands.
By the 7pm last task time (LTT) flights of
201km (T4), 181km (T5) and 151km
(T6, 5:30pm LTT) were achieved, though
on most days pilots chasing PBs flew well
into the sunset for up to 248km.
Over 40 pilots of the 101 entered flew
PBs during the week - not bad for what

was eﬀectively well below average
cross-country conditions. Serial
Class pilot Weijin Wang set a
new Chinese distance record
of 197km (T4) and Kari Castle
(USA) flew a new unoﬃcial Australian tandem record
of 227km on the last day.
An event paramedic stationed on launch daily was only
needed for a sprained ankle, no
reserves were thrown and one
British pilot was helicoptered out
with a spinal injury after landing
heavily on course (in rotor).
After six quite decent crosscountry distance tasks in eight
days, only a few points separated
the 1st and 2nd places in both
Open and Serial Class. On the
last day it equated to a distance of 806m for
Open Class, and 45m in Serial Class, and
that is after flying hundreds of kilometres all
week!
Pilots were enthusiastic about the XC
Open format which provides a FAI Category
2 event with 1000 point daily scoring, best
four (or five) scores of the week counting

Climbing out over Borah 2

and many times the potential cross-country
flying hours (stress free downwind) when
compared to regular goal race tasks.
The next round of the XC Open series
will be in Piedrahita, Spain (30 August
to 6 September).

Results Summary
OPEN CL ASS

1
2
3

Fred Gungl (AUS, Boomer 5)
Hans Bausenwein (GER, Boomer 5)
Stefan Vyparina (SVK, Mercury Proto)

3733
3612
3572

SERIAL CL ASS (81 pilots)

1
2
3

Grzegorz Olejnik, (POL, Trango 3)
Rolf von Arx, (CHE, Omega 7)
Weijan Wang, (CHN, Omega7)

3299 (6th)
3296 (7th)
3037 (10th)

SPOR T S CL ASS (52 pilots)

1
2
3

Cedar Anderson, (AUS, Astral 5)
Lindsay Wooton, (AUS, Aspen 2)
Claus Vischer, (GER, Mentor)

2700 (13th)
2159 (18th)
2044 (20th)

FUN CLASS (24 pilots)

1
2
3

Claus Vischer (GER, Mentor)
2004 (20th)
Andrew Polidano (AUS, Twix Tandem) 1423 (34th)
Xavier Girin (FRA, Epsilon 5)
1391 (38th)

BE ST R OO KIES (flying less than five years)

1
2
3

Lachlan Ross (AUS, Epsilon 5)
Tim Smith (AUS, Epsilon 5)
Jan Smith (AUS, Mistral 3)

1343 (41st)
980 (53rd)
888 (57th)

W OMEN’ S (7 pilots)

1
2
3

Viv Williams (AUS, Boomer 5)
Xianping Hou (CHN, Rebel)
Jan Smith (AUS, Mistral 3)

2766 (12th!)
1280 (46th)
888 (57th)

TEAMS (20 teams)

(Four pilots maximum, best three count per task)
1 Flouncy Flossies (AUS)
11007
2 Up the Poms (GBR)
10796
3 Karkonosze Team (POL)
10465
4 Manyana Omegas (AUS)
10071
Rolf von Arx climbs out over Mt Borah
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More info and full results can be found
at [www.xcopen.org].
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THE GRAND PRIX HUMANS
Bruce Taylor
WHERE DO YOU BEGIN TO TELL SUCH A STORY? THE GRAND PRIX FINAL IN NEW ZEALAND LAST YEAR
WAS ONE OF THE GREAT EVENTS OF MY LIFE, AND YOU KNOW WHAT? IT WASN’T BECAUSE OF THE
FLYING WHICH AT A SITE LIKE OMARAMA IS EXPECTED TO BE A BIG PART OF THE ATTRACTION. IT WAS
BECAUSE OF THE PEOPLE WE SPENT TIME WITH, AND THE THINGS THAT HAPPENED THERE. SOMETIMES
YOU COME AWAY FROM AN EVENT KNOWING THAT THINGS IN THE WORLD ARE REALLY QUITE OKAY.

The Grand Prix group – together at the Wanaka Air Games

W

e planned to arrive early to get some
practice, so flew into Auckland, and
drove down south while Lindsey
Stephens, who organised his glider to
be available for me, towed the trailer down
for us. It was nice to spend a couple of days
just driving and looking at the view after our
insane last few weeks at home getting ready
to leave. We took the ferry across to the
South Island and then drove all the way
to Omarama the next day.
Of course, after we arrived it started to
rain and got cold. This was after six weeks
of the best conditions they had seen for
years. We sat by the fire in the Kahu Café,
which became our haunt for the duration
of our stay, oﬀering superb coﬀee and good,
fresh food. This gave us a chance to get some
extra instruments in the glider and get all the
scrutineering and paperwork out of the way.
My first day in the air was waving, and
I had the pleasure of phoning Brad Edwards
to boast that I was ridgesoaring Mt Cook!
It was great to be back in the New Zealand
Southern Alps, and I was reminded of the
past with a few good sharp shakes, as only
the air on the South Island can give you.
The terrain is rugged and harshly alpine,
with plenty of bare rocks and snow still lying
in the sheltered areas.
The weather stayed tricky and we
missed some more days. All the competitors arrived, and some old friendships were
renewed. Even at this stage I realised that we
were amongst a special group. All present
8
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were obviously superb pilots, but also lovely
people. It was fun to swap stories and experiences again, while we waited for the sun to
come out. The final practice day arrived and
still it was diﬃcult, so we did a real start,
but no task was set. Some of the pilots had
barely flown here before and we were about
to start.
The competition progressed and it
became clear that I was indeed flying in
good company. It seemed every second was
being counted, as we were often together
and close enough to see every detail. But
there was more than this happening. To me
it felt like we were a group of pilots selected
by the gliding community to display our
sport and present our personalities to the
world, and the world was watching through
our telemetry systems fitted on board.
Uli Schwenk won the first day, and
reminded us of how to be humble in victory.
Uli is one of the true characters in gliding,
with not only an unforgettable laugh,
but also a sincerity that touched all of us.
We were collectively very happy for him.
The next day had its ups and downs, and
as we began to sprint for home I had a ‘flatland moment’ and misread the weather for
the final glide. I had a fast glide down the
Ben Ohau range next to Herbert Weiss, on
a day where the easterly airflow meant that
the sunny side of the range wasn’t working.
Oﬀ the end of the hills he flew straight
home and I chased more height to make
sure I arrived, which I did very safely, but
with zero points! I caught up with Herbert
the next morning after briefing and we
chatted about how his flight went, what
fun it was to be here in the GP and how silly
I was to waste a good flight! I had never met
him before, but quickly knew his warmth
and passion for gliding. Nobody could know
that this was Herbert’s last day.
Gavin Wills set a wonderful task, out
west to Siberia (‘Siberia’?), then right over

the top of some of the most rugged mountains you could imagine to Glen Tanner
and home. It wasn’t easy and as we travelled
west, conditions deteriorated slightly and
a number of pilots fell oﬀ the bottom of
the pack. I was still with the front group,
but slightly lower, and as I stopped to gain
height, I lost sight of where they’d all gone.
It felt a little lonely, and conditions had now
gone quite soft in the area. I slid oﬀ towards
the second turn, but with high mountains
all around I switched oﬀ my ‘racing’ mode
and decided to enjoy the scenery.
I gradually picked my way through the
rocks, finding the odd good climb and being
constantly fascinated by the soaring world in
this most rugged of environments. Although
cautious, I kept moving along and stayed
high, though I had not seen another glider
for some time. I could hear them, however,
and was concerned by what I was hearing.
One of our gliders had vanished from the
telemetry. While this happened constantly,
there seemed to be some urgency on the
radio to find the glider and ensure its safety.
Closing on the last turnpoint I was
excited to see the lead group just ahead:
Things were not so slow after all. I had a nice
glide home and counted nine gliders on the
field. I was the first zero pointer! Oh well, it
had been a fantastic flight and I was content
with how I had handled the conditions.
However, there was still a glider missing, and
we now knew it was Herbert. As the evening
progressed the whole tragedy unfolded, and
it became clear that Herbert would not be
coming home.
A tragic and diﬃcult time for all of us,
you can be sure of that, but the days that followed truly restored my faith in the world.
The Grand Prix community held together
under the strain, but the pressure was obvious as this accident happened in front of
thousands all over the world. This diﬃcult
time brought out the best in everyone. It was
April 2008
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Bruce facing the cameras for a day win interview

handled confidently and with sensitivity by
all the organisers, particularly Brian Spreckley, our comps director. We all became closer
companions and one of the television directors put together a superb tribute to Herbert
which we viewed on the last evening. We left
with a greater insight into his character and
his passion for gliding and there was not a
dry eye in the room.
We called a rest day and then continued
the competition with just two days to go.
More fun was had; I managed a day win
on one of the few occasions when it was
possible to do something diﬀerent. However,
my performance didn’t do anything to change
the top of the points table, and the final day
was set for a fitting climax. There were four
contenders within reach of the gold medal,
with Ben Flewett at the top of the heap and
shouldering all the local pressure.
The weather was again hard to pick,
so the task was changed and shortened a
number of times until it was down to going
or not going. We went. With about 10 of
us 1000ft above the airfield going around
in nothing, it looked a bit grim. Things
gradually improved to the point where some
slightly darker patches appeared in the overcast which actually had rising air under them
and we all staggered up to start height. At
least, most of us did, as our Russian friend
Vladimir only ever made it to about 3000ft
and flew slowly from there to the ground.
However, we could see sunshine to the north
and in their wisdom the tasksetters had
sent us that way – thank heavens! It quickly
became much better and the race was on.
A few of us soon connected and I decided
it was win or bust, which was exactly what
happened, except that I didn’t win. I charged
on bravely all the way to the ground, whereupon I opened the canopy to the sweet
sound of the television chopper watching my
every move! The world was still watching!
The day winner was Pete Harvey, the
Brit, but placings were shaken up and
Sebastien Kawa had arrived at the top of the
heap just as we finished. Surprise! There is a
reason why Sebastien is currently Number
One on the World ranking list. He is a superb
April 2008

strategist, and despite what everyone says
about his glider, the Diana, most of the reason
for his winning sits quietly in the cockpit.
The competition was over and we
enjoyed a fun evening of celebration, with
lots of laughs and a presentation ceremony.
We watched the tribute to Herbert, which
weighed heavily on us all, but what a week
it had been, with great highs and lows.
There were the usual presentations, but
with a French flavour, as the president of
the FAI, Pierre Portman had come to visit,
and it became a challenge to see who could
deliver the most outrageous welcome as we
collected our awards. He was hugged, kissed,
lifted bodily oﬀ the floor and more. The FAI
delivered an award of its own, to the one
pilot who stood above all as an ambassador
of the sport of gliding, as a superb sportsman
and an all round good guy. There was no
disagreement when it was presented to Uli
Schwenk, a truly worthy recipient.
We celebrated Christmas Day in Omarama, all together in the evening, in the Kahu
Café with music and stories well into the
night. Then we gathered up the circus and
moved to Wanaka for the Airsports competition. As it turned out, the weather prevented
flying on the first day and we had a wonderful day for our one race on the second day.
Of course it was won by Sebastian, again.
Ben Flewett was in the lead, but missed the
final turnpoint. Just as well it was all for fun,
or he might have been pretty sad. Whatever
the outcome, we all ended up thrown into
the pool back at the hotel, including Sebastien and Brian Spreckley.
Travelling home, I gave the time in New
Zealand some thought. There was much
to consider. It had produced another great
competition in the Grand Prix format,
which I believe has a bright future. It stole
away a fellow competitor and a passionate
individual. It displayed yet again that gliding
is both enormously rewarding and savagely
unforgiving. We were fortunate to experience the landscape of the Southern Alps with
all their power and beauty, but mostly I felt
lucky to have been amongst a group of such
special people.
I think the Grand Prix came of age in
Omarama. It is a competition that is simply
not the same as the traditional World comps.
At present I don’t think that it carries the
same prestige, but it does carry a whole load
of goodwill and camaraderie that does not
come with the other event. Some current
World champions barely scored a point
in Omarama, but we all left with a feeling
of friendship and contentment. We came
home knowing that everything in the
world was okay.

Bruce with the ASW27 ‘47’ and the Kahu Café
in the background

Our team, Anita and Inde, with the All Blacks captain,
Richie McCaw on the grid. Richie is a recent gliding convert,
and is putting lots of time into the juniors’ movement

Photos: Anita Taylor

LAKE
KEEPIT

TAMWORTH NSW
Visit Lake Keepit Soaring Club
for some of the best
cross-country gliding in NSW
[www.keepitsoaring.com]
Email: <manager@keepitsoaring.com>

Ph: (02) 6769 7514
Fax: (02) 6769 7640
★ Club rates for all GFA pilots
★ Good glider availability
★ Winch and aerotow courses
★ Free flying after 4 hours
★ Mid-week operations
★ Airconditioned cabins,
bunkhouse, camping
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Waikerie Coaching
Week 2008
Kym Zeppel
THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN COACHING WEEK IS GETTING
RAPIDLY BIGGER AND BETTER AND IT IS NOW BY FAR
THE BIGGEST EVENT ON THE SA SOARING CALENDAR.

The coaching
week ‘Certificate
of Attendance’

T

his year Bernard Eckey (head coach for
South Australia and the Northern Territory)
managed to attract multiple World champion Ingo Renner as our guest coach. It
helped to boost numbers to 40 (including
two pilots from Queensland and one each
from Victoria and NSW). Thankfully the
weather was kind. Soaring conditions were
good to start with but got better and better
as the week progressed.
When I first made enquiries with Bernard about the week and told him of my
limited experience he encouraged me to
attend and promised to get me on a ‘steep
learning curve’. What an understatement
that was! Not only did I learn so much
but I also had a good time and immensely
improved my gliding knowledge and skill.
A great group of people all gathering in the
name of gliding created a fantastic atmosphere and I was very pleased to be part of it.

Coaching week participants and visitors

A high standard of professionalism was
apparent throughout the event, including
an expert weather forecast thanks to Mike
Hancy and a safety briefing by David Conway. I was particularly impressed with how
enthusiastic all the organisers, coaches and
instructors were. Right at the start Bernard
asked all of us to set a measurable goal for
the week and work towards achieving it.
Most people aimed for cross-country distances between 200 and 750km, but my aim
was just to get closer to my C rating, and
learn as much as possible in the process!
Lectures were split into a basic and an
advanced group and I elected to join the
basic group headed by Andrew Wright.
It was nice that the event allowed for such
a wide range of experience levels.
We were able to be flexible with our
timetable and could attend some of the
advanced lectures as well. Andrew’s enthusiastic approach was really encouraging. He
even coached me individually and still found
time for his role as safety oﬃcer, timekeeper
and radio operator. Thanks Andrew, for a
job well done!
I couldn’t possibly summarise everything
we covered in the morning lectures. Just
calling them ‘lectures’ doesn’t really do them
justice either. They were most interesting and
Looking out over the township of Waikerie and its
silos with the river Murray meandering under the
wing of Adelaide Soaring Club’s new DG 1000 with
Frank Johann in the front seat
Photo: Bill Verco
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Photo: Dieter Liebrich

informative – not at all boring like I often
think theory is! In the main lectures we had
a range of topics and presenters including
“Mental aspects of gliding” by Bernard Eckey,
“Eﬀective learning and psychological aspects
of the adult learner” by Cathy Conway,
“Questions and answers” with Ingo Renner
and Bernard, “Optimising wing loadings” by
Anthony Smith, “Gliding weather” by Mike
Hancy, “Gliding in England and the French
Alps” by Gavin Wrigley, “Using a PDA with
XCSoar” by David Lawley, “How to register
your flight on the OLC” by Frank Johann and
even a fun trivia night enthusiastically hosted
by Ray Lawley-Sinclair and Dion Baker.
In the Basic group our topics included
“Planning and Preparation”, “Forecasting
Soaring Weather” and “Thermals and Thermalling.” In addition to the planned topics,
I also learned a great deal from the daily
debriefs and discussion sessions, such as how
Ingo and Bernard managed to get into ‘shear
wave’ (or ‘thermal wave’) on the first day
when everyone else only reported average
conditions for gliding.
Thursday promised the best weather for
the week, so lectures were cancelled in order
to allow more time to prepare for the day’s
flying and to ensure that every pilot had the
best chance possible to achieve his or her
goals for the week.
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What a day it turned out to be. A total
of 26 flights amounted to over 11 000km
of cross-country distance. Almost all pilots
achieved their goal for the week, with an
impressive list of personal achievements
including:
• One first soaring flight of over one hour
• One first 50km flight
• Two 200km flights
• Five 300km flights
• Nine 500km flights
• Four 750km flights
• One 860km flight
• Two Diamond distance flights
• One Gold Height flight and many flights
in excess of five hours
During the week, I made several personal firsts – first solo in a fibreglass glider
(Twin Astir) and first flight in a single-seat
glider (Single Astir CS 77). I also completed
my B certificate and did my first solo soaring
flight of more than an hour! But that is not
all. I was also given the opportunity to go
for a ride in the back seat of Bernard’s ASH
25. It was a great privilege to fly in such an
incredible glider with an expert coach! We
had Jim Hackett in his new ASH 26E flying
with us on the task, which taught me a lot
about flying with other gliders and sharing
thermals – something I hadn’t had much
experience of before.
The lovely facilities at Waikerie are just
perfect and the event was well supported by
an enthusiastic team of the host club. The
entire Stauss family deserves a mention for
their tremendous help and assistance. Due
to trouble with the prime-mover engine, the
Balaklava winch did not make it to Waikerie
this year and we were particularly grateful to
Greg Jackson, Pete Siddall, and John Hudson who all took a turn at flying Waikerie’s
tug, while Vince flew Gawler’s tug. The first
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GLIDING FEDERATION
OF AUSTRALIA
Airworthiness Inspection

FORM 2 AND C OF A NOTICE
■

A Form 2 inspection is due. $150* payment
is enclosed

■

The C of A requires renewal. $33* payment
is enclosed and the existing C of A document
is returned

■

Initial registration package is required.
$363* payment is enclosed
* Fees include GST

Payment method:

■

Cheque
■ Credit Card ■ Direct Deposit
For internet payments, deposit into:
BSB: 013-442 Account No: 304729562

A) DOCUMENTATION REQUEST
■
■

Please send me a transfer of ownership document
Please send me a change of registered
operator document

Aircraft Type ...............................................................................
Registration marks VH – ...........................................................
Address to which documents are to be sent is:
Name .........................................................................................
Address ......................................................................................
....................................................................................................
State......................................................Postcode.......................
Forward to: GFA Airworthiness Secretary,
130 Wirraway Road, Essendon Airport VIC 3041
Email: <Airworthiness@sec.gfa.org.au>
Fax: 03 9379 5519

Soar the New Zealand Alps!
Gavin Wills Mountain Soaring School
GlideOmarama.com
Season: October to March
Personalised soaring adventures and courses
Exciting soaring, glorious country!
All information and contacts:

Photo: Kerrie Claffey

Ingo Renner receiving a well deserved present
from Bernard Eckey

class catering deserves a particular mention.
Jean Hudson not only received a standing ovation after the final dinner but was
also given a $100 gift voucher for all her
hard work. There were so many others who
helped in so many ways – thank you all! It
was fantastic to see all these smiling faces
during the closing dinner. They were all
proud to have achieved more than they bargained for and for having it done very safely.
The newly-donated trophy for the most
improved pilot was awarded to Anne Philcox.
Prior to last year’s coaching week she had
just completed her 50km flight and now she
is a 500km pilot and is flying cross-country
on a regular basis. As a small token of our
appreciation, Ingo Renner was presented
with Martin Simon’s series of books on “Sailplanes.” He even promised to be back next
year! Great Ingo, we are all looking forward
to seeing you again and tapping into your
wealth of experience and knowledge!
As I write this article, I’ve been back at
work for about a week and slowly ‘getting
my feet back on the ground’, but I still keep
thinking about how much fun it was.
Thank you all – I can’t wait until the
next coaching week. I will be there – what
about you?

www.glideomarama.com
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THE BASTION
Mike Annear

WHEN MOST PEOPLE THINK OF PARAGLIDING IN AUSTRALIA, THEY THINK OF DESTINATIONS SUCH
AS MANILLA, BRIGHT, CANUNGRA, STANWELL PARK AND SO ON. THESE ARE ALL ON THE EAST COAST,
BUT THERE IS ALSO SOME EPIC FLYING TO BE HAD IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA, PARTICULARLY UP IN THE
NORTHERN AREAS. DON’T GET THE WRONG IMPRESSION, THERE AREN’T ANY LAWN COVERED TAKE
OFF AREAS AND MOST OF THE SITES PROBABLY WOULDN’T BE SUITABLE FOR LOW AIRTIME PILOTS,
OR PILOTS WITH BRAND NEW GLIDERS THEY WANT TO PRESERVE.
Ancient aboriginal rock art, Wyndham, WA

L

High above the ‘Five Rivers lookout”, Wyndham, WA
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ast winter was one of the first times
in recent years that I found myself
in my home state of WA with some
time on my hands, so I decided
to go on a bit of a road trip. The destination:
Wyndham, way up on the Kimberly coast.
For a number of years now my good
friend John Piercey has been sending me
photos of flying from a place called ‘The
Bastion’, also known as the Five Rivers
lookout near the port area to the north
of the township.
He has been flying in the area for over
10 years and is now the last remaining
pilot from a small group of hang glider and
paraglider enthusiasts who fly in the region.
He is always very happy when another pilot
turns up. The temptation of flying this hill
finally became too much so I jumped into
my old car, an 84 Subaru wagon, threw in
some camping gear and two gliders (one
spare) and started driving north.
I grew up in the Pilbara, the region
to the south of the Kimberly, so I’ve always
had a bit of an aﬃnity for the harsh landscape and clear skies.
Since I learnt to fly in 1993, I have
developed a bit of a passion for flying places
such as Mt Nameless at Tom Price and Table
Hill near Roebourne. Most of the hard work

of finding and managing these sites had been
done by WA pilot Dave Humphrey, who
was tragically killed near
Karratha in 2005 in a tandem accident.
Dave worked as a commercial diver oﬀ the
Pilbara coast, so he was often scouting out
new flying sites on his days oﬀ.
The north-west isn’t everyone’s cup of
tea, it can get extremely hot, with millions
of flies and thousands of things that crawl,
bite or sting. It is completely covered in
spiky grass called spinifex (porcupine grass),
but at least the grass keeps your glider up
oﬀ the sharp, line shredding rocks that make
up the terrain.
Driving up from Perth is epic..a round
trip of 7 to 8 days, the last stretch of road
from Broome to Wyndham is long, about
1000km, with only a few small towns to
break up the journey.
If you have got time you can visit Wolf
Creek meteorite crater (The second largest
in the world), also the setting for the B
Grade Schlock horror movie of the same
name ‘Wolf Creek’.
Arriving in Wyndham the town doesn’t
look much, but it has a very iconic status in
Western Australian history. It was a major
shipping port back in the 1880s. The huge
mudflats were used as an airstrip, notably
April 2008
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Predator of the mud flats, Wyndham, northern WA

by legendary Aussie aviator Charles Kingsford-Smith, flying his aircraft ‘Southern
Cross’ to England in 1929. The rough
airstrips and corrugated iron buildings were
subsequently bombed by the Japanese during
the second world war. There is a new airport
of course and its a good idea to research the
local domestic flight schedules before you
go paragliding in the area as the airport
is directly downwind of the take-oﬀ.

Giant termite mounds

You are now about as far north as you
can go on the North West highway, Perth,
is now 3440km to the south, making
Wyndham closer to places such as Singapore,
Bali and Port Moresby in New Guinea.
One of the main things to remember
if your traveling in the area is that it is croco-

Outback camping heading north

An old Boab tree, hollowed out as a prison for Aboriginals

Mike Annear on glide to the landing area, the
‘Five Rivers lookout”, Wyndham, northern WA
Photo: John Piercey
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On glide above
Wyndham, WA
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Photos: Mike Annear
Croc proof camping on the mud flats, Wyndham, WA

John Piercey landing at Wyndham, WA

Ancient Aboriginal rock art, Wyndham, WA

dile territory, the 20m long statue of one
of the reptiles in the main street is a subtle
reminder that swimming is a no-no and discretion should be used when choosing
a campsite anywhere near creeks and rivers.
It is also traditional Aboriginal land,
there are many communities in the area
and many stories of their rich culture and
history. There are also several locations in
the area where you can view ancient aboriginal rock art.
The hill itself, ‘The Bastion’ is the Five
Rivers lookout and has an asphalt road to
the top at around 330m high.
It also boasts a very civilised take-oﬀ
area, with shade shelters, water tank and
toilets. Add to that a guaranteed retrieve
from the sole taxi in town, and lift back
up to the top of the hill for a fixed price
of around 20 bucks. The pick up point
is the local pub, which is only a few hundred
A not so subtle warning about outlanding near water
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meters from the landing area, a very comfortable, large salt lake.
The Hill works on a number of levels,
it makes a great ridge soaring site in the
afternoon sea breeze, which you can watch
approaching from the north along the river.
It is also a great thermic site. We were
lucky enough to get exactly that on my first
time oﬀ the launch, fairly steady ridge lift
punctuated by steadily increasing thermals.
The resident birds were marking the thermals beautifully helping us in a very scenic
climb up to cloudbase.
There were a number of bushfires burning below us, these are often started by local
Aboriginals, a traditional environmental
control practice to force regrowth of the
local flora.
The fires triggered quite a few dust devils
which looked very menacing as they carried
the black burnt spinifex grass high up into
the sky. They were quite harmless at the
height we were at, but the smell of smoke
and a burning trees was slightly disturbing.
The hill seems to have some pretty good
cross-country potential, as long as you don’t
stray too far from the highway, which fortunately runs mostly downwind from the
launch. Out-landing away from the road
would be seriously dangerous, with the only
viable rescue being by helicopter.
April 2008

Deat haze over the mud flats

John Piercey on take-off at the ‘Five
Rivers lookout”’, Wyndham, WA

High above a bush fire, the ‘Five
Rivers lookout’, Wyndham, WA

If the weather stops you from flying
there is some great 4WD tracks to explore,
with ancient aboriginal rock art and cool
swimming holes to enjoy and escape the
heat. If you are heading out oﬀ road, it’s
a good idea to tell someone where you
are going and roughly when you expect
to be back.
Wyndham is the end of the road as far
as paragliding destinations that I know of,
Western Australia isn’t a destination for easy
‘oﬀ the shelf’ paragliding, but if your into

Hmmm... crocodile, Wyndham, WA

a bit of adventure, and don’t mind
spending some time behind the
wheel, it can be a very rewarding
journey.

Mike Annear launching, the ‘Five
Rivers lookout’, Wyndham, WA

April 2008
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WORLD GLIDING GRAND PRIX

– A View from the Ground
Terry Cubley
HAVING MISSED OUT ON QUALIFYING FOR THE GRAND PRIX WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IN NEW
ZEALAND LAST YEAR, I WAS THRILLED WHEN I WAS INVITED TO BE THE REFEREE FOR THE EVENT.

T

he role of referee is a new one, and eﬀectively takes on the responsibility of both the
steward and jury who oﬃciate at normal
World championships. The steward role is
about providing advice to the competition
organisers on the application of the rules,
and to raise concerns if you think that rules
are not being applied correctly. No power
to do anything about it, but the steward
can report errors to the jury who have to
approve the outcome of the event and who
can even cancel the event if rules are not
being followed. The referee role meant
that I had to keep a watching brief, discuss
issues with the competition organisers,
provide advice and, ultimately, to approve
the final result.

Bruce and Anita Taylor with Didier Hauss (centre)

The World Gliding Grand Prix held at
Omarama was a great success as a sporting
event and also as a media promotion event,
due primarily to the professional approach
demonstrated by the organisers, and the
expertise of all competitors.
The event involved only 18 pilots and
this small number certainly helped to create
an excellent relationship between the pilots
and with them and the organisation. The
social interaction was much greater than we
see at World championships where the large
team structures tend to limit this interaction.
The event was definitely one-on-one racing,
there was no evidence of any team flying,
even though there were five German pilots,
two French, two South African and two
British pilots.
Australia was represented by Bruce
Taylor who won one day and scored well on
a couple of other days. The list of pilots was
a virtual who’s who of international gliding,
with current and previous world and European champions. Most of the pilots were
ranked in the top 100 on the international
ranking list, with five of them in the top 20.
World number one, Sebastian Kawa, was
competing and won the title of champion
on the last day.
A PROFESSIONAL
O R G A N I S AT I O N

The success of the competition was ensured
by one of the most professional organisations that I have seen at an international
event. The organisers included Bob Henderson (International Gliding Commission
President, head steward at the Gawler
World comps in 2001); Max Stevens (Gliding New Zealand Executive Oﬃcer and
previously Deputy Director of CAA in
New Zealand); Roland Stuck (IGC Bureau,
World comps director, World comps steward and jury); Gavin Wills (gliding coach,
owner of GlideOmarama.com); and contest
director Brian Spreckley (IGC Bureau,

previous World champion, head coach and
team manager for the British gliding team).
METEOROLOGY AND
TA S K S E T T I N G

This service was provided by the professional staﬀ from Omarama.com with Lemmy
Tanner providing the weather briefing and
Gavin Wills and G Dale setting tasks.
Their local experience meant that they
could select the appropriate task direction
to suit the tricky weather conditions, and
still provide challenges for the pilots on each
day. Competition director Brian Spreckley
also contributed to the success of the tasks
through questioning and pushing the tasksetters. Each day G Dale would launch
early and provide actual condition reports
in the diﬀerent task directions which contributed significantly to the success. On
one day the pilots flew Task F after multiple changes to select the only possible task
direction and length.
T H E TA S K A R E A

The South Island of New Zealand is one
of the most exciting and beautiful places
to fly in the world with beautiful mountains, comprising sharp and jagged rocks,
and the main divide having snow on them
year round, including the spectacular Mt
Cook, and the sparkling and brilliant lakes,
often filling some of the broad valleys.
Pilots have to master thermals oﬀ the rocky
slopes, which are often rough/turbulent;
ridge lift which can enable you to soar
many, many kilometres without throwing
a turn and tremendous wave – even in
summer. During the competition there
were no wave days and often the wind was
from the back of the mountains, so pilots
had to find thermals on the sunny slopes
that were not being dampened by downdrafts from the wind curling over the tops.
The diﬀerent mountain ranges provided
a number of track options, and with the

Wggp3: Mountains and cloud
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Grand Prix awarding points based on your
placing for the day, pilots were keen to try
diﬀerent tracks in order to jump one or
more places over their opposition.
I was lucky enough to get the use of
a Duo Discus for a few days during the
competition period, and was able to do some
flying after the start and before the finish.
On one day I had a check flight with Hugh
from Omarama.com which was great as
I was able to fly into the task area with some
guidance from Hugh, who actually knew
where we were. There were excellent climbs,
good cloud bases, varying conditions, clouds
down on the tops of the higher peaks, great
convergences, and wonderful views. And
these top competitors were racing through
these varying conditions and producing
some impressive speeds.
W E AT H E R A N D TA S K S

It was only a short competition period, six
possible days from the 19 to 24 December.
Pilots competed on five days, with only
one day lost following the fatal accident
on day three (see comments later). The
weather was tricky on some days, but careful tasking meant that the races were always
fast but challenging.

Distances ranged from 150km through
to 280km – short tasks are better suited to
media interest – and winning speeds from
115km/h through to 135km/h, so even
the weak days were fast.
THE ACCIDENT

On day three, German pilot Herbert Weiss
was killed in a collision with one of the
mountain ridges. There is a formal investigation taking place by the CAA in New
Zealand, so the full facts are not yet known.
Herbert was a very experienced glider pilot,
over 8000 hours with a lot of experience
in the mountains. He was also a very nice
man. Conditions on the day were quite
turbulent near to the mountain ridges and
the task went into the edge of the dividing
range at Siberia.
Because the tracking system was watching each glider, Herbert was seen down low
on the ridges just before the turn along with
a few others. Suddenly Herbert’s tracker
dropped out. This is actually reasonable
common – on many days diﬀerent trackers
would drop out for a short time and then
suddenly come back on line again. But the
organisers were a little concerned because
other data information also dropped out at

Grand Prix champion Sebastien Kawa from Poland having
a snooze

Photos: Terry Cubley
the same time – quite unusual. This created
immediate concern and a couple of Duo
Discus that were flying in the area were
asked to look in the area. G Dale flew right
into the turnpoint and up and down the
various ridges, but could not find any sign
of the missing glider.
The tracker gave an accurate GPS position, so the organisers then sent Gavin Wills
and another pilot out in the Super Cub for
a closer search of the position. They found

RF Developments Pty Ltd, Queensland, Australia
Design and manufacture of Aviation instruments and avionics since 1995.
[www.rf-developments.com] Phone: +61 (0)7 54635670
Flarm and ADS-B technology specialists
Run by pilots who actively fly gliders and sports aircraft!
OzFlarm situation awareness system. Detect easily on a compass rose display the
position of other Flarm equipped aircraft. Now 400 systems operating in Australia
and growing. Future ADS-B receive compatibility with technology developed by RFD.
Can connect to PDA to provide GPS source. Will work with hang gliders, paragliders,
ultralights and GA aircraft.
Still only $795.00 – GST included
Flarm-NAV now selling. FlarmNAV is a 57mm instrument developed by RFD that connects to
any Flarm device (MiniOz shown in picture) and displays graphically all Flarm targets with altitude and direction as well as audio alerts. It also has a basic NAV feature allowing FAI-style tasks
to be entered. Wind also displayed. The USB port on the front allows IGC file download of Flarm
records to a stick as well as other supported loggers – in other words: download your old 20/25
blackboxes to USB stick, requires Flarm-NAV Cambridge software logger module upgrade which
we sell. Waypoints are uploaded via a USB stick. Future support for ADS-B display of aircraft.
Intro price $429.00 – GST included
**Warning-staring at this screen will give you an irresistible urge to go gliding**
Altair glide computer, now the STANDARD in glide computers with 45 sold in Australia in
12 months! Moving map display utilising XCsoar, advanced wind and final glide display, RASP
weather prediction overlay, AAT with optimise button, multiple display of active start points,
Flarm “RADAR” display, support for two-seaters, USB port on front for USB stick upload and
download (turnpoints, maps, IGC files, RASP), optional approved IGC logger (Altair Pro).
System connects to Vega audio/voice variometer with latest technology sensors and accelerometers, customised audio tones and voice alerting of Flarm traffic, thermal average, glide distance,
overspeed. Also has a stall warning sensor (requires nose pitot installation) and undercarriage
voice warning – simply the best! Altair is here, now – not “coming soon” like others advertised
and has had two years in the field and fully “de-bugged” software supported here in Australia!
Email for latest pricing and demo CD which allows you to fly the simulator on your home PC.
Oh, I nearly forgot it will connect to Tasman vario engine, Cambridge 302 and B50/500.
We also sell Flarm antennas – GPS antennas – download cables
April 2008
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This was devastating for all pilots. As
mentioned, the interaction and relationship
between pilots was strong and in particular
this was felt very strongly by the other German pilots and crew. The organisers handled
the whole process very well, from the initial
search and then with communicating eﬀectively with pilots and crew at the event and
with Herbert’s family and friends back in
Germany. There was a pilots’ meeting the
next morning to consider the options for
moving forward. All agreed that they were
too upset/tired/involved to fly on that day
and so a rest day was called. At the end of
the contest the television producers put
together a beautiful tribute to Herbert using
some of the footage taken over the previous
few days plus some impressive shots of the
local mountains. This was even shown at the
air games public display as the German team
did an impressive fly past.

The grid

PROMOTION
Uli Schwenk checks the technology

the crash site and Gavin (an experienced
mountain rescue pilot) met up with one of
the search helicopters and landed close to
the site. Unfortunately, Herbert was killed
on impact. The message though is that the
tracking system enabled a quick and accurate
response, if the pilot was injured it would
have enabled rapid rescue, with a much
happier outcome.

The major focus of the World Gliding
Grand Prix was to demonstrate our sport
for media promotion. The energy, expertise
and money that was used to achieve this
aim was impressive. Much of the systems
used for Gladiators of the Sky was in
evidence – onboard cameras, and microphones, helicopter chasing aircraft giving
real time footage of the race, GPS tracking
with display using ‘animation research’
simulation technology. The introduction of
continuous online commentary with expert

Cartoon by Codez

commentators including Ann-Kathrin Kien,
Gavin Wills and current women’s World
champion Gill Spreckley. The major dissemination was via web page with the
creation of documentaries for television.
They ended up with international viewers
emailing questions live which the commentators were able to answer on the spot.
Daily, we would watch the start live
overhead the airfield and then race inside
to watch again on the slightly delayed tracking. People would not leave the viewing area,
instead being enthralled by the tactics being
displayed as the pilots battled for position.
THE RACE

The race was exciting. Daily positions would
change progressively as diﬀerent pilots
would get a slight edge, but then you would
see particular tactics employed with a push
to a certain ridge, or a minor deviation, and
you could then see the consequences unfold
– either with a significant victory or with
a disastrous loss.
The crowd ooh’d and aah’d as Uli Schwenk pushed well into the lead, needing
just one ridge to work from low altitude
close to the finish to cement a win. As the
ridge failed Uli then spent some considerable
time scraping away from a very low altitude
as Bruce Taylor flew past him to victory.
There was a fine line between victory
and defeat. The scoring system meant that
the first nine pilots received points and the
remainder scored zero for the day. On all
but one day, if you were fve minutes slower
than the winner then you scored zero points
– a tough result. When flying against the
best pilots in the world it was fairly diﬃcult
for these pilots to find that they were still
scoring zero after a number of days of good
flying, but just a fraction slow. Five minutes
on our nationals would cost you 50 points
out of 1000, at the grand prix five minutes
cost you all points for the day.
Sebastien Kawa scored zero on the first
day. It was then intriguing to watch his
progress over subsequent days with consistent high placings, to finally take out the
championships with a second place on the
last day. As someone described – “Zero to
hero in six days.”
If you want to see details of the flights
then please look at the Grand Prix website
at [www.gpgliding.com].

…buildings far right, far left, no wires, no stock, clear paddock.
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46th Australian Multi-class
Nationals 2008 – Temora
January 14 to 25  RESULTS
STANDARD CLASS ‚ ÄÌ FIRST 12 PLAC INGS OUT OF 2 5

18 MET RE CL ASS ‚ÄÌ FIRST SIX PLAC INGS O UT OF 13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
2
3
4
5
6

6501
6490
6439
6383
6339
6056
5873
5777
5573
5536
5478
5084

D1
BI
IUN
55
DL
AI
NL
77
UKA
JE
GF
EB

Bruce Campbell
Miles Gore-Brown
Terry Cubley
Tom Gilbert
Tobias Geiger
Andrew Georgeson
Lisa Trotter
John Nicholls
Jaroslav Mosiejewski
Hans Larrson
John Orton
Scott Lennon

NSW
Qld
SA
NSW
Vic
Qld
Qld
SA
Vic
SWE
WA
NSW

Discusa a/b
LS8
Discus a/b
SZD 55
LS4A
HpH304C
LS8
Discus a/b
LS4A
Discus a/b
SZD 55
LS1F

15 METR E CLASS ‚ÄÌ FIRST S EVEN PLACIN GS OUT OF 1 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

6805
6352
6116
6011
5853
5661
5512

IC
ZZ
UH
HC
WK
JT
KX

Peter Trotter
David Pietsch
Martin Feeg
Geoff Brown
Don Woodward
Jenny Thompson
Haidyn Dunn

Qld
NSW
NSW
NSW
WA
Qld
Vic

ASW20
ASW 20 a - 450
Ventus a/b/c
ASW20B
Pik20D
ASW 27
Pik 20 a/b/e

6707
6482
6273
6190
6002
5485

4D
TF
BB
KE
HK
VM

David Jansen
Graham Parker
John Buchanan
Makoto Ichikawa
Hank Kauffmann
Tony Tabart

Qld
SA
Qld
JPN
Qld
VIC

ASG29
ASG29
Ventus 2 CX 18m
ASG29
ASG29
Ventus 2 CX 18m

O PEN CL ASS ‚ÄÌ FIRST SE VEN PLACINGS OUT OF 14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

6542
6361
6241
5567
5553
5271
5217

VW
GO
XY
AW
OZ
WA
37

Gerrit Kurstjens
Paul Mander
Lars Zehnder
Robert Hart
Stephen Hedley
Dion Weston
Shinzo Takizawa

Qld
NSW
Qld
Qld
NSW
NSW
NSW

Nimbus 4/4T
ASH 25
Nimbus 4DM
Nimbus 2C
Nimbus 3DM
ASH25M
Nimbus 4DM

Weather Station
HAPPENED
RECENTLY ON
AN AIRFIELD

Wind, rain,
temperature,
humidity,
barometer,
plus more…

Martin Feeg
It had been a rather strong headwind
on the runway;gliders had been
ballasted heavily for a good soaring
day. I couldn’t believe my eyes when
I saw the tug lifting off and climbing rather steeply. To me it was obvious that the glider pilot had difficulties peeling off the runway. Somehow he managed and even managed to get established behind the tug.
Close shave? I would say yes. While it all turned into a smooth
operation it was a disaster recipe. Imagine if the glider had stalled and
turned into a spin while trying to get established (owing to the high
angle of attack). Two questions have to be asked: Why was the tug
ballooning away? And why did the glider pilot not pull the release?
I guess the latter was competition stress.
In a previous article I highlighted for the glider pilots, “think team
while attached to a tug.” The same applies to the tug pilot. A heavy
glider doesn’t change vertical or horizontal speed rapidly. And a low
hour glider pilot has difficulties anyway. Tuggies – please fly smoothly,
keeping the same attitude to help the glider pilot!
Because of tugs ballooning too many fatalities have happened in
Europe already, we don’t have to follow suit. And while we are discussing it, also, please don’t thermal unless tug and glider pilot are a well
established team. Safe soaring
April 2008

Also available:
Windsocks and frames,
handheld weather meters.
Australian Agent
for Davis Instruments.

ECOWATCH

Ask for your
FREE catalogue.

Unit 5, 17 Southfork Drive
Kilsyth VIC 3137
Phone: (03) 9761 7040 Fax: (03) 9761 7050
email: <davis@ecowatch.com.au>
web: [www.davisinstruments.com.au]
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Jet Flap Technology
– Proven Innovation in Flight
Alexander Miller <alexander-miller@gmx.de 1/2008>
ANALYSIS OF A WING DESIGN WITH THE MOST STATEOFTHEART METHODS.

I

n order to improve aerodynamic lift of wing
profiles during low speed flight, diﬀerent
types of boundary layer influencing can be
used. The boundary layer is the wing-close
proximity flow area where the changes in
speed of air particles can be monitored in
the outer oncoming flow until their adhesion to the wing.
One possibility is slotted wings (Figure
1), provided with Jet Flap Technology, where
the pressure of the intake side below the sail
is provided with an impulse enhancement
of the boundary layer in the rear part of
the top surface of the wing. This serves to

delay the negative influence of flow displacement. Such slotted wings are encountered
frequently in aviation and this idea is now
being implemented in paragliders and soft
kites; Skywalk/Flysurfer has named the
design ‘Jet Flap’. A further positive eﬀect is
the further stabilisation of flight characteristics during the torque surge of a glider/kite,
which reduces the danger
of a front stall.
At Stuttgart University, School of Aeronautical/Aerospace Technology,
I was engaged with another student in a detailed
project analysing Jet Flaps.
Object of the study was a
Flysurfer kite ‘Pulse’, 5m2,
analysed with state-ofthe-art experimental and
numerical methods with
the objective of examining
the Jet Flap’s aerodynamic
applications – also pertain-

ing to use in the construction of aircraft and
competitive sailboats.
Figure 2 shows the ‘Pulse’ in the wind
tunnel at the Institute of Aerodynamics and
Gas Dynamic at the University of Stuttgart.
The kite is shown in an upside down position in respect to the most applicable rigging
and trim possibilities.

Figure 1: Air-circulated Jet Flap

Figure 2: Flysurfer Pulse 5m2 in the University of Stuttgart BWK
wind tunnel

Figure 3: Pressure distribution at angle of attack 6°
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Figure 4: Pressure area surrounding the kite profile
at the angle of attack of 10°
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Figure 5: Turbulence formation on a Jet Flap

Alongside the lift, perpendicular to
the oncoming flow, a measurement of
the resistance is also carried out. Strength
is specified with four dynamometers. In
two sectional drawings (Figure 3), the
pressure above the profile depth is specified, each with 64 pressure sensors. With
the help of the measurement results, the
numerical engineering could be validated,
that is, verified. In the open wind tunnel,
measurements were carried out under calm
weather conditions and with the additional
stabilisation of the kites, in order to achieve
the most constant flying conditions during
the period of measurement. Measurements
could then be compared with the computer
simulation. Figure 3 shows the pressure
distribution ascertained experimentally and
simulated numerically. The conformity is
already good, keeping in mind the potential for fine-tuning of this method.
The simulations were carried out with
Computational Fluid Dynamics Software
(numeric flow visualisation) from ANSYSCFX. This software has also been used in
Formula 1 competition and by diﬀerent
America’s Cup Teams in order to optimise
flow sequence, for example: surrounding
the rig. The calculating time for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation, with

which the mechanics of flow are specified,
can take weeks to reach a consensus, even
with a high power computer.
Emphasis was placed upon as exact
as possible aerodynamic simulation of
the Flysurfer kite. It was also attempted
to analyse the eﬀects of creases on the
aerodynamic rating of the profile. The
formation of creases showed only a very
small value diﬀerence in contrast to a
smooth surface. The boundary layer accrues
approximately five to 10%. By the same
token, the circulation of a single Jet Flap
was simulated – and proved that the Jet
Flap not only served to increase lift (driving power of the kite), but also provided
an increase in torque (Figure 6) during
accelerated flight. Positive torque means
more stable flight characteristics for a kite
or paraglider, more load on the leading
edge. The size of the turbulence formation
(Figure 7) of the single Jet Flap is easy to
recognise in the numerical simulation:
The rotational direction is diﬀerent and
the turbulence does not overlap.
The newly won findings regarding
the complex flow sequence can be used
in the development of the next generation
of kites. The computer simulation sheds
light on specific flow phenomena, which
are very diﬃcult to measure experimentally.
The conformity of the results supports
the practical experience.

Both students would like to thank Flysurfer
for the use of the ‘wind tunnel kite’, as well
as the University of Stuttgart for the prepared
gust wind tunnel and computers and look
forward to future validation in the summer
of 2008 under ‘real’ surf conditions.
The complete work can be requested
from us.
Figure 6: Torque coefficient at 6° angle of attack
and no brakes pulled
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CIVL PLENARY MEETING:

Manzanillo, Mexico, 7 to 10 February 2008
D Tim Cummings, Australian Delegate
W H AT I S T H E
CIVL PLENARY?

CIVL is the air sports commission of FAI
which deals with paragliding and hang
gliding. Decisions are made at the CIVL
Plenary meeting concerning the safety of
our sport, future directions of glider design,
and the rules and regulations for world
records, world pilot rankings, Category 1
competitions (World Championships) and
Category 2 competitions (eg Australian AA,
AAA competitions). The CIVL Plenary
meeting is held once a year. The CIVL
plenary is made up one delegate from each
member country of the FAI. The CIVL
bureau is a board of oﬃcials elected by the
plenary and usually from the plenary, to
rule on hang gliding and paragliding matters throughout the year. As the Australian
delegate, I was present at the last plenary
meeting in Mexico. Here is my report of
the highlights. Minutes with more details
will be available on the web at [www.fai.
org/hang_gliding/meetings/plenary/2008].
PA R A G L I D I N G

The PG sub-committee meeting modified
and approved the local regulations for the
upcoming European PG Championships
in Sicevo Serbia. An interesting outcome
of the this championships was the plenary
approved awarding the host nation, top
ranking status when it comes to determining team size of the host nation.
The pre-worlds at Valle de Bravo was
the first competition to use the new PG
team rule that the team members must be
nominated at the start of the competition.
This highlighted the problems should a team
member be injured during the competition.
It was proposed to allow teams to substitute
a reserve should one of the nominated team
pilots be unable to fly due to sickness or
injury. Once a team pilot has been substituted, they are unable to fly for the rest
of the competition. The reserve must be
one of the entered pilots as there would
be too many rule changes for this late addition to the agenda to allow the substitute
from a non-entered pilot.
The Australian Women PG pilots
proposed holding the Women’s PG World
championships as a separate event and at a
diﬀerent time to the open World championships. There were several countries receptive
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to this idea and all the delegates were asked
to survey the women PG pilots from their
countries and determine the interest level.
I would recommend that Australian women
PG pilots contact either the international
delegates or international women PG pilots
to ensure this review gets done.
The plenary and bureau were very closed
minded over the problem with the ambiguous “dates” question on the Cat 2 sanction
application form. After the proposal and
ensuing arguments, the plenary agreed to
modify the form, but ironically still ratified
the bureau decision to rescore the Canungra
Cup which the bureau claimed had not
filled out the Cat 2 sanction application
form properly. There was a strong message
from the plenary and bureau that they did
not like the dual Cat 2 competition format
introduced by Canungra Cup and rules will
be added to Section 7 to prevent it happening again.
All reports of the PG World Championships at Manilla NSW were very positive
except for the incident of the media gyrocopter flying too close to competitors. The
air marshals were considered to be a successful innovation and their use in future Cat 1
competitions recommended.
HANG GLIDING

The HG sub-committee spent significant
time discussing sprog angles on gliders.
It was agreed that organisers could measure
sprog angles at a Cat 1 competition and
a graph of the results would be published
at the competition. Each pilot would be told
their sprog angle so they could see how they
compare to other pilots. My understanding
was that there would not be penalties at
this stage for sprog angles outside the
recommended tolerance.
The rule for prototype/certified gliders
also was changed. The pilot must sign to
say they have either a certified glider, with
possibly only replacement uprights and base
bar from the original manufacturer, or a
prototype glider. If a manufacturer refuses
to provide a prototype certificate, the pilot’s
National Aero Club (NAC) can authorise
the use of the hang glider.
SCORING

Scoring issues are producing much interest. Race 6.2 was released. This is a bug fix

release from Race 2003 and was previously
called Race 2007 beta. The version number
is no longer the year of release because users
were confusing the Race version number
with the GAP or OzGap version number.
Race 6.2 includes OzGap2005.
The new FlightSys software (FS) has
been released for use and is now the recommended software although its use will not
be mandated. It is available for download
for free from http://fs.fai.org. At this web
site is a wiki with documentation for use
of FS and scorers are encouraged to update
the wiki themselves if they have any further
hints on use of the software. FS includes
OzGap2005.
A proposal was put forward and agreed
to calculate task distances to the edge of
turnpoint cylinders rather than the centre.
Actually I was not aware that the rest of the
world was not doing this as Australia has
been doing this for the last five years.
Australia proposed that GAP time validity be based on the speed of the second fastest
pilot rather than the fastest pilot to remove
an anomaly where the fastest pilot could
increase his score by slowing down. This was
accepted as a an option to be added to FS.
Switzerland put forward a proposal to
devalue elapsed time speed runs and so winning a race to goal would be the only way
for a pilot to get 1000 points in a competition. There was no support for this from
any other delegates.
The formula for the WPRS calculation
was tweaked. An anomaly in the pilot quality for larger competitions was identified
where adding low quality pilots to a competition would reduce the WPRS competition quality despite the competition getting
harder to win. This was solved by now basing the the Pq pilot quality only on the top
2/3 of pilots in the competition rather than
all the pilots. This is not a perfect solution
but appeared to give good results in testing.
The Pn factor was changed from a linear
relationship to a square root relationship
so that small competitions are not penalised
too much. The Pp pilot points is now to
be based on a combination of pilot score
and pilot position rather than just pilot score
alone. This reduces the eﬀects of diﬀerent
scoring systems or presence of top pilots on
WPRS results of the lower placed pilots.
April 2008

HGFA News
The PG community are adamant to
not change the Ta factor. However, the
HG community during the scoring subcommittee meeting was happy to change
the Ta factor back to the 2007 original proposal 2 = 0.6, 3 = 0.9, 4 = 0.95, 5 = 0.98,
6 = 0.99, 7 = 1.0. In the final change that
was agreed by the plenary, The Ta for HG
for two tasks was increased back to 0.8.
As an alternative Australia proposed
that the Ta factor was based on day validities
rather than just number of tasks. However,
the logistics of calculating validity for competitions which do not use GAP, or GAP
competitions with diﬀerent parameters
meant that although the proposal had support from the scoring subcommittee, it will
be deferred until feasible to be implemented.
RECORDS

Australia successfully proposed that the
open distance record be based on furthest track log points rather than landing
postition.
France successfully proposed that free
distance records be recognised as a new
category. These are records with turnpoints
(eg triangles, out and return) declared after
the flight rather than before the flight.

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Change of Email Address
Please note that the Graphic Designer’s email
address in the front of the magazine has
changed to <sgneist@gmail.com>.
The official Soaring Australia Editorial email
address remains the same <soaring.australia@
hgfa.asn.au>.
Suzy Gneist

NEW PRODUCTS
New Thermalling and Crosscountry Pg/hg Text Book

Skywalk Tequila2-XS and S
with LTF 1-2

German cross-country expert Burkhart Martens
has produced a definitive cross-country and thermalling text book which no cross-country pilot
should be without. ‘Thermic Flying’, now released
in an English version, contains 272 pages of
easy to understand, well explained theory and
practical examples for every possible scenario.
It also contains an innovative section outlining
some practical training which all pilots can do
to improve their skills.
Manilla Paragliding stocks this and other
text books and DVDs.
Contact Godfrey, ph: 02 67856545 or
<skygodfrey@aol.com>.

The presentation of the Tequila2 at Stubai Cup
was a great success. Now Skywalk is extending
the freerider palette as expected, with sizes XS
(60 to 80kg take-off weight) and S (70 to 90kg).
The T2-XS and the T2-S will also win
converts with the low canopy weight, a big
contributing factor to the glider’s extremely
well-tempered reactions.
Tequila2’s handling, together with the
performance will give pilots long fatigue-free
pleasure flying or cross-country kilometres.
See our website or contact your dealer
for more information.
www.skywalk.info

Letter to the Editor
Tandem in Bulgaria
Krstyna, aged 10, of Nambour Queensland and Christo, aged about 20,
of Sopot Bulgaria, forward launching from Sopot Mountain in the Bulgarian Alps.
Glider, Advance Epsilon 2. We believe it was a size medium.
Photo taken by Suzanne Ennis, her mother, in July 2003 using a Kodak C875
(just before also launching on a Firebird @) and father, John, launching on an
Advance Epsilon 4.
We have other touching pictures of Krstyna flying and in her little harness,
etc. She had a second flight the very same day.
This was part
of a paragliding tour
through France, Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey
which Krstyna 100%
funded herself from the
proceeds of busking
with her violin.
Krstyna, now 15,
is still soaring and
still busking.
John, Sue and
Krstyna Ennis

April 2008
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PARAGLIDING IMPRESSIONS
Photos: Andreas Busslinger
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“THE WOMANSOUL LEADETH US
UPWARD AND ON.”
JOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE, WRITER AND PHILOSOPHER

Women in Gliding Week Temora 2008
Helen Wood

W

omen gathered and gliders flew,
discussions were had and lessons
were learnt, fun was had and challenges were mastered – and yes, souls
flew upward and on! Such were the features
of the 2008 Women in Gliding week held
in Temora, NSW, from 27 January to 2 February 2008.
A group of around 15 women gathered
at Temora for the week, some staying on
from the National Championships and others arriving in Temora on Saturday ready
for a week of flying, learning, networking
and fun. Pilots came from as far as Western
Australia, Queensland and Victoria along
with a few locals, of course, from Canberra
and NSW.
If at the beginning of the Women’s Week
the participants were told that rule number
one is to have fun, rule number two is to fly
a lot, rule number three is to laugh a lot, and
rule number four is to be passionate about
gliding, there would have had 100% compliance. There was a lot of laughter and clearly
a lot of fun for the participants being with
a group of people who love flying. It was
an opportunity to get to know more female
pilots and to learn from each other.
The week, organised by Glenyce Francis,
started on Sunday with an overview of the
week ahead, logistics and orientation to the
airfield. There were high expectations of a

All female instructional flight: Janet Neisler with Jenny Thompson

big day with a 10 000ft predicted. The more
experienced pilots were keen to get going
and set out to achieve personal bests and
a range of flights from 300km to 1000km.
The weather throughout the week
proved hard to predict however and the first
day saw two outlandings. It also saw Leonie
Furze achieve her first 300km flight and
others very happy to have made it home.
Sunday night was a lecture of personality
types delivered by Helen Wood with the aim
of increasing the self awareness of the pilots:
improving their understanding of how personalities impact on preparation, interaction
with crew, other pilots and flying in general.
Participants agreed the session was both
entertaining and useful, not only in gliding
but also at home. Some quotes included:
“I gained a wealth of knowledge from the
daily education sessions including identifying
my personality type, ENFP. At times hilarious,
this discussion taught us not only about ourselves (I’ve learnt to embrace being social and
not to fight against my aversion to routines) but
also how to deal with (other) diﬀerent personalities.” – Leonie Furze
“Helen Wood’s entertaining presentation
reminded me of how very ‘INTJ’ I am – for
those of you who know MBTI. Most importantly it reminded me of how people have
diﬀerent learning and communication styles
– something to (also) think about when coaching.” – Lisa Trotter
Monday saw good weather predicted
again. The morning session began with a
very informative presentation from Jenny
Thompson on the weather. This was an
excellent session and participants comments
included:
“I gained a lot from Jenny Thompson’s
weather presentation. Jenny gave an excellent
presentation on NOAA at one of our GlideFast
courses a couple of years ago and her presentation at the Women’s Week provided even more
and better information about weather data
available and its interpretation. I am motivated to spend more time studying the weather
now.” – Lisa Trotter

Women’s Week participants – back row (left to right):
Col Vassarotti, Glenyce Francis, Lou O’Grady, Leonie
Furze, Fran Ning, John Thompson, Kerrie Claffey, Shari
McGregor, Janine Humphrey, Greg Schmidt. Front row
(left to right) Jenny Thompson, Janet Neisler, Anna
Piascik , Lisa Trotter, Swaantje Geyer

“Jenny Thompson’s presentation and explanation on the weather was the best I have seen
and heard.” – Glenyce Francis
Monday also delivered a very useful talk
by Beryl Hartley on badge flights and being
an oﬃcial observer. Beryl’s knowledge of
gliding generally also allowed for much discussion on a variety of topics.
Later in the week Lisa Trotter presented
a session on sports psychology and participants agreed this was very worthwhile. The
session covered preparation and self talk.
Participant’s comments included:
“I found Lisa’s session on sports psychology
very interesting and look forward to putting
many of the ideas into practice.” – Shari
McGregor
“I have now participated in three sessions
provided by Lisa Trotter on sport psychology
and all have had a diﬀerent emphasis – a
demonstration of the breadth of sport psychology and its role in gliding. In particular, I
appreciated the importance of building confidence through positive thoughts and self talk.”
– Glenyce Francis
Other presentations included Glenyce
Francis on wave flying in Monaro, Lisa Trotter on ‘secret women’s business’ and a variety
of invaluable discussions based on the experience of all the participants.
Highlights noted by participants of the
week included:

Photo: Anna Piascik
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Shari McGregor (left) receiving a trophy from
Glenyce Francis for the most improved pilot
Photo: Lisa Trotter

Leonie Furze (left) receiving a trophy from
Glenyce Francis for the most meritorious flight
Photo: Lisa Trotter

Ready to go flying: (l for r) Anna Piascik, Leonie Furze,
Jenny Thompson, Kerrie Claffey, Lisa Trotter, Fran Ning
Photo: Greg Schmidt

•

Meeting so many other female glider pilots
from all over Australia and catching up
with friends made at the last women’s week
• Learning the hard way about the importance
of nutrition and appropriate hydration
• The inspiration I received from so many
amazing women who each in their own
way supported and motivated me to
achieve my goals
• Glenyce Francis’ inspiring talk on wave
flying at Bunyan
• Valuable experience in derigging and
retrieving an outlanded glider and important lessons on the eﬀects of dehydration
in such circumstances.
• Meeting and learning from some amazing
women who are terrific role models for
aspiring cross-country pilots
• An opportunity for me to take myself out
of my comfort zone and experience flying
in an unfamiliar area, to fly solo for the
first time on the east coast and take part in
cross-country coaching in a new area where
my navigation skills were put to the test
• Living proof that women glider pilots are
not such a rare breed after all
At the end of the week trophies were
presented by Glenyce Francis including the
‘Most Meritorious Flight’ which went to
Leonie Furze for achieving her first 300km
and the ‘Most Improved Pilot’ which went
to Shari McGregor.
Gliding is often viewed as an individual
sport however it was very clear that there are
many people who are involved in making
any gliding event happen – at the National,
State and gliding club levels. Women’s week
was one example amongst many that demonstrates how cooperation and enthusiastic
participation has a very positive impact on
the sport of gliding.
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Many individuals assisted in making
the week a success and all their eﬀorts were
very much appreciated, with special thanks
to Glenyce and Lisa and, of course, to a
few SNAGS (sensitive new age guys) who
joined us to provide support and assistance
throughout the week.
Last words go to two of the pilots who
learnt a lot during the week and declared
it a success:
Janine Humphrey (in her words):
1. Always have a map and be aware
of the area
2. Set goals
3. Be prepared – water, food, etc.
4. No alcohol after flying long flight
in competitions
And Fran Ning (in her words also):
“The highlights for me were flying my second 500km to Narromine and back and
getting comfortable in a new area - not
diﬃcult as the Temora/Narromine area
is fabulous for gliding. All the talks and
presentations were very informative, and
I learnt a lot from them all. I am more
focused, better at rigging my glider, (thanks
Ralph), take oﬀ with full negative, won’t
consume any more sugary snakes in flight,
and will try to be better prepared prior
to the flight. My gliding knowledge has
increased from attending this week, and,
thanks to Helen, I understand myself and
my husband better also! Rather a lot from
one week: looking forward already to the
next one!”
On that note we will declare the
week a success and look forward with
anticipation to next year and to even
more women pilots coming flying and
joining what is proving to be a very
valuable experience for all involved.

To start with a quote is to end with
a quote:
“I have brightness in my soul, which
strains toward Heaven. I am like a bird!”
– Jenny Lind, the Swedish Nightingale…
and so they were.
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100 OUTLANDINGS
James Cooper
I DON’T KNOW IF IT WAS NECESSARILY A CELEBRATION, BUT IT CERTAINLY GIVES SOME MESSAGES
IN THAT AT THE END OF JANUARY THIS YEAR, I CLOCKED 100 OUTLANDINGS ON MY 584TH
CROSSCOUNTRY FLIGHT. SO, AROUND 1:6 FLIGHTS I EXPECT TO HAVE TO HAVE A RETRIEVE.

I

started gliding in the UK and my first
glider was an Olympia 1 designed for the
Olympics, unfortunately cancelled due
to WW2. The Olympia was a beautiful
machine to fly, went up like a train but I
recall a glide angle of about 24:1, and not
very fast, but this did not stop me trying.
My first outlanding was deliberate as the
Silver C required a 50km flight in a straight
line to goal and land there. None of this
coming back home! I must say I like the
principle as it forces the pilot to outland
and give themselves confidence in the
future that they can, so reducing stress.
That first outlanding was interesting.
I was to fly from Husbands Bosworth to
London Gliding Club near Luton. Being
an old ridge site I knew that the club would
be on the top of the hill, as all ridge sites
were. It was the day of the Grand Prix at
Silverstone, so a good lookout for air traﬃc
was necessary as it is the busiest airport in
the world, I believe, during the GP, with
no clearance for helicopters to leave till they
are hovering.
The day was cycling from overcast to
nice cu. Anyway, I approached the goal and
could see the ridge with the lion carved in
the chalk near the zoo, the club would be to
the left. The problem was, I was getting low
and was finding no thermals, there was no
way I was going to make it to the top of the
ridge, but I guessed I could find a nice field
at the bottom of the ridge and get my Silver.
As I got nearer I saw gliders landing in the
field below, with many others there. London
Gliding Club was at the bottom of the ridge!

An outlanding to remember alongside the Great Northern
highway, 160km north of Meekatharra
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Having put the glider down I was asked to
move it, yes, sure, just push a glider on
a skid, I needed a tractor!
Another time I landed at a goal in a
comp and was told that I should have landed
on the tarmac, not the grass by the side of
the strip, as the grass was for the horses!
They did not understand that skids don’t like
tarmac, anyway I was down so there was no
winding time back!
The next flight was a little more adventuress. It was a goal from Hus Bos to fly
old gliders 300km on a downwind dash to
Plymouth. I had just obtained my Silver the
flight before and was after Gold. The weather was perfect, with a high pressure ridge and
a NNE that would give ideal conditions. I
called my wife, who had never driven a trailer before, and informed her that I was going
for Gold so could she get the trailer and wait
for me to call. Things were going well and I
was well ahead of schedule for the first few
hours, but then conditions became worse. I
approached a ridge and considered that if I
could clear it I would have a bit more searching area in the land below. A beaut thermal
from the sun-facing slope, but unfortunately
my last climb and I landed between Taunton
and Tiverton, with 222km getting the most
meritorious flight of the year. My wife collected me at about 11 at night and we made
our way back to the club, having slept in the
car in a motorway service station.
One outlanding in the Oly was not so
happy. Whilst going to phone the club, no
mobiles in those days, the cows in the adjacent paddock decided to come and have a
look. I arrived back with everything behind
the D box missing, holes in the fuselage
and tailplane. She was rebuilt again with
ribs taken from a glider whose D box was
damaged in a wet trailer. I have also made
a point of never landing again in a paddock
with cows, I would prefer crop.
I eventually purchased a Cobra but still
kept my share in the Oly with the hope of
getting 300km in it, but this never eventuated despite a couple of other attempts. My

A young James Cooper

Photos: James Cooper

Gold came with another outlanding about
10km short of home, but enough to get
300km! I look at those barograph traces and
see the nicely curved tops as I would push
for those last few feet in each climb; things
have changed now.
I left the UK to come to better gliding
country and had a record of over 50% of my
flights with outlandings. A few years after
settling down I joined Beverley, then after
flying at Renmark and getting to know the
GCWA pilots, made the decision to upgrade
and move further north and east for the better weather of Cunderdin. I was beginning
to like the idea of flying long distances and
I did not want the handicap of seabreezes
and flying 50km to get to a trough. Why
not launch in it? Many people find it hard
to up camp and move, but as far as I was
concerned there was no decision and I have
never looked back.
Long distance flying demands that you
get the most out of the day and fly as many
hours as you can, which means launching
early and landing late. The problem with this
is that there was a high risk of landing out
particularly early. It can be that the first hour
or two is purely survival, perhaps covering
ground at 40km/h, but I am 50 to 100km
down track when everyone else is launching,
and when the inversion breaks, look who
is in the air. Later in the day it is generally
easy to assess if you can get home in the
conditions, particularly with the Borgelt
B100, although there were times, when hav-
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ing flown a good flight, I landed 10km or
thereabouts from Cunderdin.
One more particular outlanding to
remember was the state goal flight of 700km
and landing on the Great Northern highway,
160km north of Meekatharra. I had checked
all the areas on the road that I could land,
road markers being the problem. I landed
just on sunset, and my crew, Jim Paynter
and a friend, Peter, arrived just after sunset,
but 24 hours later, with my car having broken down on the way up!
So here is my hobbyhorse. Why is it that
when the conditions are poor and we go oﬀ
round the club or some predefined course,
I somehow manage to get round, whilst all
the others land out, even perhaps carrying
a full load of water, hoping for the conditions to improve? It is not an innate skill
that I have to keep me flying in grotty
conditions, it is that I find it quite easy and
the conditions do not stress me. That is
purely because I practice in such conditions:
sometimes I fail and sometimes I manage
to survive, but I believe it makes me a better
all-round pilot. In addition, I have a good
relationship with tuggies who like going
on retrieves when the weather or my skills
fail me. So, if you want to be able to fly in
grotty conditions when your competitors are
failing around you, practice and launch early.
Finally, thanks to all those members
who have retrieved me by road or air, your
willingness to fetch me is another thing that
gives me the confidence to keep flying when
there is 1:6 chance I won’t make it!

FAI Claims

CDMA to 3G and Glider
Pilots in Paddocks
James Cooper
WITH TELSTRA’S INTRODUCTION OF THE NEW 3G NETWORK
A NUMBER OF US HAVE FOUND THAT OUR NEW MOBILES
APPEAR NOT TO BE WORKING AS ADVERTISED.

T

here are two solutions:
Firstly, even if you state
when collecting your mobile
that you will be using it in
some godforsaken paddock in the middle
of nowhere, you will not be told that
you need an external aerial, but you will.
An aerial only costs about $40 and is a very
worthwhile purchase.
Secondly, it is nice to have some height,
so go to your local tent shop and purchase
a tent pole. These are not just a couple of
metres long but more like three-and-a-half
metres. Then get some extra extension pieces
as you will probably need to cut each section
in half to get them crosswise into the glider.
Once you have done this, thread the elastic
that you get with the pole. You will need
a mounting plate for the aerial, but not
aluminium as the aerial will be magnetic,
see photo.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
GOLD C

To 22 February 2008
A BADGE

POPE, Robert John

11360

Southern Cross

B BADGE

ZEPPEL, Kym Michael
LAURENT, Michael Rowan

11363
11340

Renmark GC
Hunter Valley

11374
11375
11377
11378
11379
11380
11381

Murray Border
Adelaide SC
Horsham GC
Beverley SC
Beverley SC
Narromine GC
Narromine GC

A, B & C BADG E

SIZER, Bernie
LEECH, Thomas Graham
SCHNEIDER, Steven Ronald
HOLT, Thomas Norman
McGREGOR, Shari Kay
HORIMOTO, Masafumi
ISHII, Hideo
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BECEK, Christopher
GOLDSMITH, Jennefer Ellen May

1639

Southern Cross
Bendigo GC

DIAMO ND GOA L

PARHAM, David John
FURZE, Leonie Kim
ROBINSON, Richard
WHITE, Caleb Matthew
McDONALD, Greg

Bendigo GC
Bathurst SC
GCV
Bendigo GC
Alice Springs GC

DIAMO ND D ISTA NC E

ROBINSON Richard
McDONALD, Greg

GCV
Alice Springs GC

DIAMO ND HEI GHT

BLAND, Mark Ward

Mt Beauty GC

DIAMO ND C

SILV ER C

SWEENY, Vaughan
LEAD, Richard Frederick
McGRATH, Sean
CHONG, Kah-Yeow
CRAWFORD, Robert William
SPEEDY, Ian Maxwell

Now when you land out and are having
problems getting through, extend your poll,
rest it against the corner of the wing and
fuselage, plug in your aerial to the phone
and hope the system works. If it does not,
then you can’t call me and complain, but
hopefully it will. It did save me once. All up,
the cost is about $80 and well worth it.

4668
4669
4670
4671
4672
4673

Bathurst SC
Bathurst SC
VMFG
GCV
Narrogin GC
Harden C

DUBOIS, Patrick Charles
BLAND, Mark Ward

226
227

Beverley SC
Mt Beauty GC

105

Beverley SC

600 KM D ISTANC E

DUBOIS, Patrick Charles
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ON MANOEUVRES
PART 1
Dominic Eller
AFTER NINE YEARS OR SO FLY
ING PARAGLIDERS AND NEVER
ONCE WRITING ANYTHING FOR
‘AIRBORN’ MAGAZINE, I DECIDED
TO OFFER SOME LESSONS THAT
I’ VE LEARNT OVER THE YEARS IN
GLIDER CONTROL  INTRODUC
ING THE THEORY OF A FEW
THINGS THAT ARE COVERED IN
SIVS, AND A FEW THAT ARE NOT.

Photo: Courtesy Dominic Eller and ‘Airborn’ NZ magazine

P

eople who know me know I love aerobatics. I have always enjoyed the threedimensional freedom of expression aerobatics allows me. I did not start flying paragliders with aerobatics as a goal, but more with
a desire for total control. The thought of
big unplanned asymmetric collapses and
negative spins scared me – and aroused my
curiosity. So I thought, “Better to face these
demons on my own terms and not on Mother
Nature’s first.” I began practising things
slowly and step by step, watching videos
and other pilots with more experience.
Aerobatics demands the continued
practice of control and as a spin oﬀ you gain
experience. Experience is the teacher, knowledge is the result, knowledge leads to confidence and confidence inspires the search for
more experience.
I started flying with Martin Thoma at
Taylors Mistake in Christchurch and as a
result had a lot of steady smooth air to practice and play in, particularly with the low
speed and groundhandling characteristics
of glider control.
Groundhandling and low level soaring,
in my opinion, are two of the most beneficial and fun things you can do to develop
your glider control. I think I don’t know one
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good aerobatic flyer who doesn’t have above
average to exceptional groundhandling skills.
It’s also not dumb luck that the guys and
girls doing aerobatics in comp displays, or
just out practising, are able to avoid a sky
full of gliders whilst tumbling and spinning
on down and end up with the last manoeuvre close to their landing point. They are
paying attention to many things at once.
So before any manoeuvres, take care of a
few simple rules:
1. Height – Have plenty, not just for the
intended manoeuvre, but at least three times
the recovery height to allow for unforeseen,
yet possible, problems with recovery. When
trying new manoeuvres, I like to have at
least 400m. This gives me time to ‘stall out’
a problem a couple of times and still have
some left over for the reserve if needed (only
once so far, touch wood).
2. Drift – Be upwind of your landing target
and take into account where you will end
up if you deploy your reserve. The stronger
the wind, the more upwind you should be.
3. Obstructions – This means knowing where
all the other gliders in the air with you
are, especially the ones below. Don’t start
manoeuvres of any sort if you cannot find
a glider that was there a moment ago,
but isn’t any more. You must make sure

they won’t become an issue when you are
dealing with a problem and cannot make
quick direction changes. Collisions are bad
at the best of times, but at speed they can
be lethal before you reach the ground.
4. Reserves – Make sure it’s going to work.
A few points to check are
• Pins are pulled free before any tension goes
on the container leash. This needs to be
checked while you are sitting in the harness
so the load is the same as in flight.
• Handle is easy to reach and you know were
it is intuitively, even if the handle has come
free of its station. Touching the handle after
each take-oﬀ is a good habit to get into to
make sure that
a) it’s still there and
b) it teachers your hand where to go
if you can’t see it (for instance if
your heads stuck in a cell).
As you can see there is plenty to take
into account. It’s all basic common sense
really and smooth air makes a big diﬀerence.
The topic I decided to try and explain
is the middle A-line stall, ‘Horseshoe’ or if
you’re a Euro, the ‘Shrimp’ (funny bunch
the Euros).
The horseshoe is quite a mellow confidence-inspiring manoeuvre. In days of old
it was used as a descent technique.
April 2008
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So to get the horseshoe started, fly along
at a good height and leave your legs wide,
this aids stability and then, with brakes in
your hands or round your wrists, take hold
of the middle A-line on each side (it’s often
easier to do this from the inside of the risers) smoothly and progressively bring the
lines together and then hand over hand keep
pulling in more line. The leading edge will
start to collapse, but only the middle cells,
the tips will carry on flying till they bump
into each other. The airspeed drops to zero
quickly, so a backward pitching will be felt.
The descent rate will increase to around 4 to
6m/sec (it varies a lot on the glider and allup weight).
Try and keep the pulling of the lines
even and your weight centred, this will help
keep everything straight. If you find the
glider is turning, just lean away from the
turn the same way you would with weightshift steering, until you have the glider stable
in the horse shoe. This should all have only
taken a few seconds, even so, now is a good
time to stop looking at the glider and start
paying attention to your height. Look out to
the side and below for your height information. Swap your attention from the glider
to the horizon, to the ground, so you can
maintain a good situational awareness.
To recover, simply release the A-lines
and the glider will spring open, dive forward
a little and begin flying again.
You may encounter a few problems
with this manoeuvre, so here’s a few things
I’ve experienced:
1. The Horseshoe did not start?
The A-lines were not pulled in enough
2. The glider starts to turn.
The A-lines may not have been pulled
in evenly and you may not have been
sitting straight in the harness.
Release the A-lines and try again.
3. The glider is not recovering once the A-lines
have been released.
One of two things has happened:
• The A-lines have been released too slowly
and the glider has not been able to pitch

forward to regain air
speed and entered a
steady state stall. This
situation may be exaggerated by an out of trim
glider.
To recover from this a
couple of things can be
done one is to push on
the front risers just as you
would when making a
forward launch, another
is to give the brakes a
dab and release to induce
a pitching moment. Both
of these solutions are to
regain airflow over the
top of the glider.
• The tips are not parting
and the glider remains in
the Horseshoe.
It is likely you have a
performance glider and it
is stable in the manoeuvre. Just as some gliders
do not require their ears
to be held in and require
them to be pumped out
so it can be with the
Horseshoe.
Simply apply a portion
of brake to peel the tips
back and release, the
glider should then dive and recover, some
damping of the dive may be necessary.
Be aware to release the brakes as the glider
opens! If you hold them too deep, the glider
may not pitch forward and instead enter
a full stall!
It is important to remember that the
Horseshoe is a stalled manoeuvre and only
airspeed will recover it.
I found the horseshoe a good exercise
for situational awareness. The task of keeping
steady and keeping the lines at the correct
tension whilst dropping, and keeping an eye
on where the ground is and how fast it is
arriving, is a very important part of aerobat-

Geoff Wong launching at Mt Elliot

Photo: John Chapman

ics – be it intentional or the result of a serious spanking on cross-country flight.
It is possible to get the glider to pendulum left and right, like mild wingovers, in
the Horseshoe, but you will find that gliders
like to open and fly when the airflow develops in a turn and this can result in a spin
of sorts – so take care if you are going to
try anything out of the ordinary.
So there you have it, the humble Horseshoe. Next issue I’ll explain the B-line stall.

Paragliding in PNG
Photo: Dave Mathieson

April 2008
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H G FA

What I learnt at Corryong
or ‘Some helpful hints for first time competition entrants’
Julian Lee, Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
CORRYONG CUP 2008 WAS MY FIRST EXPERIENCE OF A HANG GLIDING COMPETITION AND
THERE WERE MANY THINGS TO LEARN IN A VERY SHORT AMOUNT OF TIME. WHEN YOU’RE
A LOW AIRTIME PILOT THIS CAN BE A BIT ANXIETYMAKING! I’ VE WRITTEN THIS UP TO GIVE
OTHER NEW COMPETITION PILOTS A PREVIEW OF WHAT IS LIKELY TO HAPPEN AND EXPLAIN
SOME OF THE PROCEDURES AND TERMINOLOGY THAT IS USED.

W H AT T O B R I N G

You’ll need to bring to the comp:
• GPS and computer cable (and spare
batteries in harness)
• Radio (and spare batteries in harness)
• Camelbak
• Vario
• Recently repacked parachute
• Mobile phone (ideally NextG)
T Y P I C A L T I M E TA B L E

Exchanging information in a relaxing setting is most welcome

Photos: MR Martin Wielecki
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A typical day goes something like this:
• Meet for morning briefing in town where
yesterday’s winners, grinners and other
notables get mentioned. Also today’s weather, safety and launch order is discussed.
• Last chance to get food and anything else
you might need in town before heading
up to launch.
• Get the mobile numbers of all the people
in your team and retrieve.
• Meet at bomb-out or head straight up
to launch.
• Set up glider.
• Meet for launch briefing where you’ll
get told the task (course) for the day
and any other final details.
• Set waypoints into your GPS.
April 2008

H G FA

Corryong launch

even if you haven’t got the
waypoint you are heading
to yet.
Before you launch
make sure that you activate your route so that the
GPS starts recording your
position. On a Garmin
you press ‘navigate’.
•

•
•
•

Work out your likely path and thermals
along the way. (More experienced pilots
can help you with this.)
Decide when to launch.
Turn on vario and GPS.
Launch and fly!

GPS

The GPS will be used to prove where you
flew and whether you made it to goal.
It will also help you while you are flying
to head in the right direction!
At the beginning of the competition,
you’ll hand in your GPS and the waypoints
(turning points) will be loaded into your
GPS for you. You will also need to set the
GPS up according to the competition settings which will be given to you. Unless
you have a common model GPS (in which
case others will be able to help you) bring
your manual.
Each day, a task will be set depending
on the conditions (this will be a sub-set of
the total number of waypoints). After launch
briefing you will need to enter this task in
your GPS as a route. Create a new route
and enter the waypoints one by one. The
route will be made up of the launch waypoint, the goal waypoint and a number
of waypoints between.
It can be handy to set up a proximity
alarm that will tell you when you are entering and leaving a waypoint. You can set the
distance from the waypoint that the alarm
is triggered. I set it the same as the competition cylinder, which is the minimum distance you have to be from the waypoint
to have it counted as having been achieved
in your flight.
In my GPS I was able to set active waypoints which I set the same as the competition cylinder. What this did was make the
GPS move onto the next waypoint once
I had entered the waypoint cylinder. So I
didn’t have to push any buttons when flying. This is diﬀerent to having active routes
which is discouraged by many pilots as the
GPS moves onto the next waypoint if you
cross the path between two other waypoints,
April 2008

ON COURSE
A N D R E T R I E VA L

It is helpful to radio your position and
height every so often so that your team and
retrieve driver have an idea of where you are
at any time. Distance from or to the next
waypoint is enough.
When you are about to land it can be
helpful to do the same so that the retrieve
driver has a rough idea of where to look
for you.
Once on the ground you should use
your phone to text your location to the
retrieve driver. Keep the radio free as other’s
in your team may still be flying and need
to concentrate. There are two main bits of
information you can send:
• Give your latitude and longtitude
from your GPS.
• Give your distance and bearing from
a particular location (eg, waypoint)
RADIO AND
TONE SQUELCH

Tone squelch allows you to select a subchannel which filters out transmissions
from everybody except those on your subchannel. This is very useful when you have
multiple people using the same channel as
you… for example in a competition when
you are flying as a team, or when there are
truckies, etc, that you want to screen out.
With tone squelch turned on, your transmissions can be heard by others on the same
main channel as you. This is also called the
‘open’ channel.
MENTORS

Many of the more experienced pilots are
very generous with sharing their knowledge
and experience. You will improve your
flying considerably if you ask people questions and attend any workshops that
may be held on flying technique.
Happy flying!
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The Ka6BR, now with the registration VH-JMC
Photo: Courtesy [www.glidingwa.com.au/GCWA_Fleet.htm]

W

ooden sailplane: The next time
someone scoﬀs at a wooden sailplane,
remind them that it is made of a unidirectional reinforced laminated composite material consisting of micro-tubular fibres
embedded in a long chain polymer matrix and
having a near infinite fatigue life.
Dennis Hipperson

SOARING SNIPPETS
David Goldsmith
Missing KA6BR VH-GLN: Back in
1974 I had 94 hours in the KA6BR, VHGLN, glider. Whilst crewing at the world
comps at Waikerie, Dave Johnson came over
from the Pilbara, WA and purchased the
Ka6, and took it to the north west of Australia. I was looking forward to another six
hours in it to pass the 100 hours, but it was
not to be.
Back in 1997 I noticed a PW-5 at
Temora with the same registration VHGLN, so I presumed the ka6BR did not
exist any more. However, talking to John
Welsh, from Perth, in 2006, he told me
that the Ka6BR is still flying at Cunderdin,
under a new registration, VH-JMC. The
registration was changed in memory of the
late John M Christianson.
So it looks like I will have to travel to
Cunderdin for a six hour flight to pass the
100 hour mark. After waiting 34 years, it
would be great to fly the Ka6BR again.
Keith Willis

DG: The Ka6BR is in the Gliding Club
of Western Australia club fleet. They obviously understand that ‘wood is good!’ For a
photo see [www.glidingwa.com.au/GCWA_
Fleet.htm].
VGA 31st Annual General Meeting:
VGA President Alan Patching reported an
increasing membership of 130 and three
more gliders airborne – two T31bs and a
Boomerang. Rallies participated in by VGA
members were held at Bordertown, Wagga
Wagga, Benalla, Bendigo, Wondai and Nitra.
He advised that the Australian Gliding Museum was making slow but steady
progress towards being part of a National
Aviation Museum at Point Cook and the site
is now protected by being on the National
Heritage List. A large restoration and storage
hangar is to be built at Bacchus Marsh.
Alan recorded his great pleasure to
receive the FAI Lilienthal Medal for 2006,
and acknowledged the contribution made
by members to support VGA.

A SURPRISINGLY EXCELLENT DAY
Leigh Bunting

W

ith the weather forecast totally
wrong on 16 February, we were
unprepared for the excellent day.
Wind changes on the ground made
winch operations challenging with changes
in direction and strength from nothing to
15kt within minutes.
An east-west band of cirrus overhead
the airfield markedly aﬀected thermal conditions, with dust devils booming one minute
and no lift the next, depending on the precise amount of shade incurred by the cirrus.
Yet 20km north or south were high cu.
On its second attempt the Grunau Baby
2b, VH-GDN, got away in, initially, weakish
lift, but the core developed into a smooth
11-knotter to 11000ft. The cu was rather
patchy with some lines (not really streets)
and large blue areas. I avoided anything blue
and meandered along the cu north. I turned
at Snowtown (infamous in South Australia
for a bank vault found to be full of barrels
of human body parts) to follow a line of cu
south. Reached 11500ft near Snowtown.
This line eventually finished at Port Wakefield after a leg of 45km and only one turn.
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Not bad for a flying termite mound! There
was a branch oﬀ this line that headed down
York Peninsula and I was tempted to follow,
but was unsure how the cirrus overhead was
going to aﬀect conditions. One hundred
kilometres to the west on Eyre Peninsula,
anvils from thunderheads were forming a
long line.
Down to 6000ft at Port Wakefield and
lift was definitely weaker and blue to the east
back under the dense cirrus. Observed the
remains of the 1950s Australian Grand Prix
track at Port Wakefield where Jack Brabham
had once raced. As a nipper, I remember
being at a car race there in the heat and the
dust. Eventually getting back to 11000ft
I poked inland to Balaklava and found
mostly sink. Reaching Balaklava at 5000ft
I turned north-west back to the airfield with
conditions subdued, and with a slight tailwind got home comfortably.
A 114km trip, or 342km on handicap,
in two hours 36 minutes: a pleasant flight
on a day of odd conditions. The logger
analysis showed an average L/D of 21.8
which shows that flying in green air markedly improves things.

Leigh Bunting in his Grunau Baby 2b

BORDERTOWN 2008
OH! WHAT A RALLY!
Jenne Goldsmith (Reprinted from
Vintage Times January 2008 edition)
(Continued from Soaring Australia
March edition)
T U E S D AY 8 J A N UA RY

A gentle wind from the south and a solid
inversion at 4500ft greeted the many who
took to the air. Thermals were broken and
unreliable, conditions generally not inspiring confidence in going far from the field.
Flights to Lillimur and Kaniva return were
made by Emilis and John Viney respectively, both in ES60Bs, good eﬀorts and
furthest from the field for the day. Others
kept themselves within closer range, the
Mundulla route being particularly busy.
April 2008

[www.vintageglidersaustralia.org.au]

ANNUAL PRESENTATION DINNER
All photos: David Goldsmith, Vintage Times Newsletter, January 2008

Jenne Goldsmith won the Geoff Gifford trophy for
best handicap distance between rallies. She flew
her Ka6 for 328 kilometres

Neil Hardiman and Bob Hickman won the Schneider trophy f
or the best Schneider glider present. They have enthusiastically
restored Boomerang VH-GQY to pristine condition
Ken Caldwell and Ian Patching. Ken Caldwell’s
Cherokee 2, VH-GLU, won the trophy for the best
single-seater. Ken’s association with Cherokees
goes back more than 30 years. Ian was awarded the
Renmark trophy for the longest distance on handicap
at the rally.He made an exciting flight on a great day
to cover 373 kilometres. This trophy was originally
for the highest placed wooden glider at sports class
nationals, and has recently passed to VGA.

Erik Sherwin was
presented with
the League I
trophy for topscoring in the
daily tasks with
consistent flying
in his beautiful
Ka6e

Flying Director Caleb White with JR Marshall who took out
the League 2 trophy for winning the daily tasks in the Olympia
‘Yellow Witch’. This superb new trophy was made by Leigh
Bunting in the shape of the Golden Eagle wing.

David Howse won the best two-seater trophy
for Kookaburra VH- GHH

The ‘Feathers’ encouragement award was presented
to Mark White by his proud son Caleb. Ralph Crompton,
the originator of this award, was unable to attend the
rally due to poor health.

The League II winner was JR in the Yellow Witch with a flight of 75km, followed
up by Alan Patching in the Golden Eagle
(48km). League I was won by Eric Sherwin
in his Ka6E (91km) followed by Ian Patching in the ES60 GTR (70km).
W E DN E S D AY 9 J A N UA RY

The wind was light and variable but again
an inversion limited thermal heights.
League I winner Eric Sherwin (Ka6E,
97.6km) was rewarded with a climb to
6000ft out to the east at Serviceton, but
April 2008

climbs closer to home were to around
5000ft or less. Good flights were also made
by David Goldsmith in his ESKa6 (65km)
and John Viney in his Super Arrow (60km).
League II was won by JR Marshall with
a super eﬀort in the Yellow Witch – 85km!
– achieved by whizzing around a local
triangle five times!
Wirrega took another two prisoners
today. Mal Bennett (Super Woodstock) outlanded in a paddock of sand that was so soft
the wheel and nose skid dug in immediately
on touchdown, causing a bit of involuntary

The ‘Concours d’Elegance’ award was presented to Alan
Bradley by Ian Patching for his pristine modified Woodstock

ploughing to be done. Some minor damage was done to a fairing on the wheel. Any
thought of getting a car and trailer into the
paddock could not be entertained. Fortunately it was found that, relieved of the
weight of the pilot and with the expenditure
of some sweat, the glider could be manhandled across to the gate which was not
far away. John Viney (ES60B) also failed to
escape the Wirrega sinkhole, coming down
in a paddock that was pleasantly firmer than
others had found to date.
Soaring Australia
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Rosie Howse
delighted all by going
solo in the family Kookaburra GHH.
This was Rosie’s first solo in wood, following
up on her first gliding solo a few months ago
in club plastic. GHH (formerly GLE) turns
50 this month, goodness knows how many
pilots she has shepherded along in their
flying careers.
T H U RS D AY 1 0 J A N UA RY

The forecast was not encouraging, northwesterly wind with an inversion limiting
thermal heights to 3500ft at best at the forecast temperature of 35ºC. The Super Cub
was grounded due to engine overheat fears,
leaving winch the only launch option (they
breed those winch drivers tough in Bordertown!). It appeared that we would suﬀer
energy/strength sapping heat on the ground
and in the cockpit, struggling to get away,
and without the ability to get cool with
height. Many decided that it wasn’t worth
the eﬀort and opted to make a non-flying
day of it. The town pool looked pretty good!

Leigh launched in his trusty
Grunau Baby II, the open cockpit
an advantage in the hot conditions. The mercury climbed as an
audience on the ground watched from the
shaded green lawn near the clubhouse. Leigh
searched about and eventually turned into a
thermal that could be seen from the ground.
A few minutes later he reported: “Passing
through 8500ft, 12kt, don’t need the vario
– all I’ve got to do is follow the straw!”
A scramble followed as plans were
remade by many. The temperature eventually
rose to a stifling 42 to 44ºC, (48ºC reported
at Nhill), thermals breaking the early inversion and going to almost 13000 altitude.
Ian Patching flew a stunning 370km in five
hours 27 minutes. He described the flight
as exhilarating, his track taking him to Horsham then north to Warracknabeal, Lake
Hindmarsh and Rainbow to play under the
cumulus that were there. Skies were blue
south-west of that line.
Eric Sherwin flew a fast 184km in two
hours 15 minutes to win League I with
Patch as runner-up. Caleb White covered
245km in his EP2 Super Goose in three
hours 51 minutes.
Jenne Goldsmith (ESKa6) recorded a
height gain of 11 891ft on the logger, enabling her to make a claim for gold height to
complete her Gold C during a 260km flight
of five hours 20 minutes.
League II pilots JR (Olympia ‘Yellow

GOOSE AT MT GAMBIER
Ted Pascoe

W

hen I was due for a transfer from
Parafield aerodrome, two possibilities were oﬀered me. I declined
the first, Forrest in Western Australia,
and accepted the second, a shift to Mt
Gambier in South Australia.
Mt Gambier was, and probably still is,
an ideal situation for operating a sailplane.
With 6000ft paved runways plus over runs,
and the remainder grassed, it was superlative
for auto towing or winch launching. The
average launch height was 2200ft and with
the excellent thermal conditions that prevailed, especially with an unstable south-west
stream, there was little diﬃculty in remaining airborne. A hangar was available, placed
alongside large paved areas and taxi ways,
and on most occasions a sailplane could
be landed outside the hangar.
At the time of my transfer the Goose
structure was about 50% complete and
I was fortunate to receive permission to
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set up building jigs in the spacious hangar,
so with enthusiasm slowly completed
the aircraft.
Many Mt Gambier people knew of my
activity and had followed the construction
with interest, but most were sceptical about
the project. When I moved the Goose to the
runway for her first flight, I was surprised to
see dozens of spectators, no doubt there to
witness a tragedy. What they saw was more
of a comedy.
At the signal, the tow car moved oﬀ,
extending the cable and leaving the sailplane
stationary on its skid, since the towrope
consisted of a length of fence wire and hemp
rope. Suddenly the action commenced with
the Goose taking a giant bound, suddenly
stopping, then bounding forward again,
the frequency increasing as the car increased
speed. The sailplane never left the ground
and after one more attempt, I gave up.

Witch’) flew 93km in one hour 46 minutes
and Leigh Bunting in the Grunau Baby II
flew 135km in three hours 51 minutes.
F R I D AY 1 1 J A N UA RY

The much looked forward to cool change
came through giving very welcome relief
from the heat. Not so welcome was the
strength of the wind. Though it was not
so strong that the heavier gliders could
not have flown, everybody was just too
exhausted from the previous day to fly in
those conditions and enjoyed a day of rest,
recuperation and much talk instead.
S AT U R D A Y 1 2 J A N U A R Y

Last day of the rally. The weather was pleasantly warm with the southerly stream continuing. Thermals were broken and soaring
was not particularly easy. Eric again won
the day, while Caleb and Emilis also flew
short cross-countries. A highlight of the day
was the Ka4, flown by Peter Raphael and
Ross Birch, which managed to get a thermal
right over the gathered crowd (producing
plenty of hot air!) and proceeded to climb
well for a flight of 46 minutes. David Goldsmith and Leigh Bunting swapped gliders
and shared a thermal, while Jenne then took
the Ka6 up while most gliders were derigged. Completing the last flight of the
rally, she was called down, with reluctance,
at 6pm, just in time to prepare for the
annual presentation dinner!

With knowing nods to each other the spectators dispersed.
My next attempt, mid-week, with a suitable cable and a few helpers was successful,
and after a few low runs, I did a number
of full launches.
In the years that followed, I had a situation that I felt could not be bettered. Needing only two to operate, I could be launched
by my wife, who would knit and read while
I soared above. After landing for lunch,
I would be oﬀ again for a few more hours’
soaring. On occasions after ceasing duty
in the morning, I would get a companion
to launch me, there being many volunteers
to legally have a ‘burn’ down the runway.
These helpers would leave me soaring and
when the time came, I would land outside
the hangar, open the doors, push in the
Goose, and motor home. In this way I was
able to spend many wonderful days soaring, meeting in the air on many occasions,
a pair of wedge-tailed eagles that repeatedly
soared into cloud and flocks of ibis, a superb
soaring bird, that had left oﬀ feeding in the
marshy country to enjoy a session of soaring.
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Being small and having a low AUW
it is necessary to brief winch drivers on the
launching technique to be used. Once, during an air pageant at Mt Gambier, I had a
winch launch that left the wingtip holder
playing charades open mouthed while in the
cockpit I frantically released as the speedo
needle surged past 100mph!
Several modifications improved its performance and serviceability. The angular
fabricated canopy was replaced with a blown
one, a wheel was mounted behind the skid
and the tailplane mounted on the fin instead
of on the fuselage. The inclusion of the
wheel improved ground handling, while the
higher tailplane position reduced the incidence of damage during outlandings.
I flew the Goose in the first Australian
Nationals in 1958. My crew at Tocumwal
provided a sprinkling of humour by driving
my own and other cars into large holes no
less than four times. On the opening day my
car was driven into a service channel so when
the time came for the opening parade, three
of us hoisted the Goose onto our shoulders
and trotted out of the hangar to the line up:
a fitting entry for a small sailplane!
We had a fortnight of flying and fun
during which Tony Goodhart, flying the
LO150, won the crown. The Goose finished
in fourth place having gained a first, second
and a third, with zero points for one day on
which I with others were not able to start.
Reluctantly, I sold the Goose when I left
Mt Gambier, but at times I remember those
days of enjoyable flying, when we met the
eagles and ibis in the damp air between the
marshes and the cumulus.
Noel Matthews came across the above
article in the July 1969 copy of the Whitwarta Whisper. Ted Pascoe passed away in
September last year. The Spruce Goose is still
around somewhere – possibly being restored
or in a museum in Victoria.
As a footnote from Noel: In mid-1961 a group of
us in the then Clare Soaring Club looked around
for a syndicate glider. One of our group had been
to Mt Gambier in a Cessna. Talking with Kevin
Sedgman one day he said, “What was that pretty
little glider in the hangar there?”
“Oh,” said Kevin, “that’s the Spruce Goose and
I think it’s for sale.”
A couple of weeks later three of us drove to the
Mount with a long trailer borrowed from Kevin,
bought the Goose and took it to Kevin for a C of A.
Then it went to our old airfield at Everard, and on
23 July 1961 I had its first flights there. It stayed
with the club for many years, with the syndicate
changing. Finally Merv Gill flew it for some years,
competing very successfully with it, until he opted
for a Mini Nimbus and the Goose left us.
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WA State
Championships 2008
Photos: Rob Duffy

Stephan Friedrich (holding trophy) presenting the teams’
trophy to the Gliding Club of Western Australia team
of Dennis Macneall, Swain Johnson and Rod Carter
Swain Johnson, Gliding Club of Western Australia
was placed second overall in his Nimbus VH-IIX

John Welsh, Beverley Soaring Society,
was placed third overall

Lake Kurrenkutten, north-east of Corrigin
WA, snapped at 6000ft by Rob Duffy
in VH-UKP

Daryl Mackay, Beverley Soaring Society, won the
WA State Champions trophy and the two-seater
trophy, both of which were presented to him by
Beverley Soaring Society president Stephan Friedrich
Michael Derry, Narrogin Gliding Club, first place Novice
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GFA Executive Officer’s Report

• • • • • • • • • •

My activities since the previous
report have been focused on
preparing for, participating in and
recording, the February GFA Board
meeting. I have prepared the
following précis from my notes
of the meeting with the condition
that it is subject to confirmation of
the Board Minutes as a true record.
The full Board attended with no absentees and
the two days were pretty full on with important
issues addressed.
Any details on the below issues should be
sought from your Regional Board Member in
the first instance. The interim minutes should be
available at the time of reading on the GFA website under Documents & Forms/Meeting Minutes.
Précis of GFA Board Meeting held in Melbourne on 16 and 17 February February 2008
Matters Arising from last meeting:
• No Regional Development Officer has been
nominated yet for Gliding Queensland.
• Discussion on Board Member Term of Office
» Within two years, most of those present
at the meeting will have reached the end
of their term of office on the Board [Article
12e) refers].
» President to prepare an article for ‘Soaring
Australia’ outlining the situation, options
and consideration.
• Following on the requirement of the September 2007 AGM for the GFA Board to review
and choose an appropriate auditor, and then
to appoint that auditor on their behalf:
» The Treasurer reported that he has arranged
for an accountant to review the GFA
accounting system and
» Consequently recommend an auditor.
• The Board will consider the recommendation
and make a decision after discussion and
finalisation through email.
The President reported on:
• Attendance at Safe Skies Conference
» Theme was on Safety Management
Systems (SMS)
» President identified the GFA need to review
its SMS with a holistic and coordinated
approach to meet the criteria that will be
required by compliance with the new CASR
Parts 103/149. Departments are actioning
the issue.
• Expression of concern that a body of
approved projects were not progressing
» The Board approved in principle a salaried
Project Coordinator position to be progressed up to implementation stage:
• At that point to be referred back
to the Board
• Term of contract to be not more
than two years
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GFA Board Members view projection of new GFA website.
Left to right: Maurice Little, Rob Moore, Peter Gray, Phil McCann and Aaron Stroop

•
»
»
»

•
»
»

•
»

•

•

CASR Parts 103/149
Large response to the NPRM, majority
of which was positive
FPRM from CASA expected soon
CASA to have conference with Sports
Aviation Insurance Brokers to review
possible change of risk coverage of Sporting
Organisations taking on role as RAOO.
Role of CASA‚Äôs Office of Airspace
Regulation
Number of CTAF <R>s to be greatly
increased
Board members raised issue of congestion
on 126.7
• Identified as a National problem
CASA Drug and Alcohol Testing
Attended CASA Briefing on form
of random testing:
• Focus on those associated with
passenger flying
• If +0.02% Blood Alcohol Content (BAC)
found, automatic two day grounding
or removal from duty
GFA representation at Aviation Policy Forums
identified as an issue requiring future
attention.
2008 GFA AGM/Seminar/ABM arrangements
– venue set in Adelaide, SAGA organising

The Executive Officer reported on:
• The GFA Loan Funding – Currently four loans
active totalling just over $66K.
2008-2009 GFA Business Plan Review
• The Primary Objectives reaffirmed
by the Board
• A Project list was brainstormed by the
Board including three priority items from
each key area for next financial year.
Finance
• After debate, the Board adopted revised
arrangements for International Teams
Competition (ITC) funding.

Photo: John Welsh

Purpose
• To encourage the success of Australian pilots
who compete in international events, GFA
is to support their efforts by providing an
ongoing, rolling five year programme of
funding, with the following criteria:
1. An allocation from GFA funds of $35 000 pa
in 2007 value, indexed annually by CPI
(eg 2008-09 = $36 500)
2. Plus an Australian National Competition Pilot
Levy set by the Sports Committee (currently
$40 at 2007 for National Competitions).
3. Funds not expended in one year will
roll over into the following year.
4. The funding allocation is at the discretion of
the Sports Committee, normally set at $5000
per participant, up to a maximum of $6000
per participant.
5. For the Tasman Trophy, by mutual agreement
with Gliding NZ, every two years, the NZ
representative is funded for glider hire and
entry fees to a maximum of $4000 or a sum
set by the Sports Committee.
6. Allocations to teams will be indexed by
CPI annually.
7. The Sports Committee shall provide an
annual update of the funding programme
to the Executive.
» The Chairman Sports Committee thanked
the Board for its forbearance in instituting
a better system of funding our International
Teams.
• Transfer of Junior Fund financial reserves
» The Treasurer reported that the reserve for
Juniors held in trust by GFA plus interest
earned is to be transferred to the Junior
Competition Fund.
• 2008/09 Budget planning
» The Treasurer gave description of current
financial status
» A forward Budget estimate was presented
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
»

»
»

Officers responsible for Budget line items to
review, update, add description and firm up
estimates then:
• updated budget details to be presented
for approval at the April Executive
Meeting
‘Normal’ budget to remain balanced defined
as +/- $20K
Board approved:
• Concept of Capital budgeting to spread
costs over several years associated with
the additional projects
• Treasurer to move to Capital Budgeting
in FY 2008/09.
• Outsourcing of projects be discussed
and progressed by the President
and CM&D

Chairman Marketing & Development
Committee reported on:
• Précis of recent M&D Committee Meeting
» No RDO representation from Qld, NSW or
Vic/Tas
» Projects aimed at Member retention
» Focus having little support at Club level
• Club membership discussion drew the following key points:
» Market Research a priority for the Executive
» Clubs should play their part
» The good Clubs are doing good (M&D) jobs
• Fruitful actions could include surveying
pilots and preparing articles about successful clubs
» Five clubs had been surveyed internally using
a new survey template, results still to be
collated
• New GFA website software
» Website in process of being migrated to
Joomla! software
» Changeover to be accompanied by briefing
for members on additional features
» Blogs and updating departmental sections to
be available to selected officers rather than
through GFA office, saving office staff time.
Chairman Operations Panel Reported on:
• Progress Update on Training Syllabus Review
» Draft Operational Directive (OD) and Syllabus received much feedback during consultation period resulting in undertaking a rewrite
of documentation at present.
• Presentation of a Draft OD on criteria of
minimum standard required to enter all levels of Australian competitions.
• RASP Soaring Forecasts - Thermal prediction
area charts available in Vic/Tas, NSW, Qld
and in development for SA & WA
• SPOT - Satellite Personal Tracker
» tracking device based on GPS and GlobalStar
SatPhone network
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»

»

SMS capability to four phone numbers
• Eg ‘outlanded at [lat/long] come and
get me’
Tracking at intervals on internet

•

Manual of Standard Procedures Part 1
(Administration) now to be updated through
documentation process associated with Part
149 implementation.
Magazine review
Debate on what the options could be over
the next five to 10 years
Magazine still the primary method of communication with members at present
No changes planned this year
A paper was considered on AEF Charges
The Board made several recommendations
for the Executive to review about Air Experience Flights at their April 2008 meeting.

•
The Chairman of Technical Committee
»
(Airworthiness) reported on:
• Development of Policy on Light
»
Glider Category.
» The Board noted the complexity of this
»
•
issue and endorsed continued research
»
of the subject by the CTC, with the objective
of broadening the base of aircraft that
can be registered with GFA.
» The Board also endorsed the Airworthiness
Keep Looking and Keep it Safe.
Department to issue Certificates of Airworthiness and registering gliders in normal
GFA E XEC UTIVE O FFI CER
category in accordance with Light Sports
John Welsh
Aircraft rules where applicable.
10
Merton
Road,
Roleystone WA 6111
• Grob Twin Astir 103 life extension:
Email:
<EO@sec.gfa.org.au>
» Determined as not cost effective to
Blog: [www.arach.net.au/~jwelsh/Blog.htm]
go through analysis required for any
Mobile: 041 794 5981 (Next G)
life extension.
» Aircraft can still be flown under experimental certification.
» Experimental certification precludes flight
for hire and reward or training except
for maintaining flight crew proficiency.
» CASA rules on Experimental Certification
can be found at:
[www.casa.gov.au/
rules/1998casr/021/
021c10.pdf].
MOVE YOUR GLIDER AROUND THE WORLD WITH
• Background report on
RMIT Tow Rope
INTERNATIONA L MOVING AND RELOCATI ON
Tension Project.

Glider Shipping

The Chairman Sports
Committee:
Distributed a report on
Sports Committee Meeting
9 and 10 February 2008.
General Business
• GFA office accommodation post June 2008
– progress update
» Several properties
short listed to criteria
agreed at previous
Board meeting
» Most likely location in
Somerton, northeast
of Tullamarine Airport
» Executive to make
decision bythe end
of May 2008.
• The Board finalised
a Review of Board
Regulations (on
website by now)

We specialise in glider shipping to and from Germany.
Contact HL VAN TRANSPORT
for your competitive quote today.
HL VAN TRANSPORT GMBH
SULINGER STR. 6
27211 BASSUM
GERMANY
PH : + 49 4241 9328 - 0
Fax : + 49 4241 9328 - 20
Email : info@hlvan.de
Web : www.hlvan.de
Soaring Australia
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February and early March has been a
busy time with a wide variety of issues,
meetings and some very mixed weather
around the country. Hopefully you have
escaped the floods and found some
flying time. In the background some
of the things that have been going
on are reported below.
Coronial inquest Mareeba,
Queensland, Fatality 2005
In October 2005, a microlight went down
between Atherton and Mareeba in North
Queensland. The pilot was an RAAus member,
newly certificated and flying a (then) recently
registered RAAus registered trike. The trike had
previously been owned and registered within the
HGFA. It also passed that following the accident
a number of the local pilots, including instructors
who were members of the RAA, made request
to move to the HGFA. After some consideration
and audits undertaken at the time, those pilots
were provided HGFA membership.
The inquest into this accident was held
over two weeks in February this year. Although
the accident and ensuing investigation was not
strictly an HGFA concern, the HGFA was involved
post-accident and certainly interested in the
possible causes of the accident.
The inquest, in its investigations, took a wide
view of factors that may have contributed to this
accident. These included, but were not limited to:
pilot experience;instruction provided (to both students and to the instructors training the students);
aircraft airworthiness;maintenance history;legislator oversight of sport aviations operations;culture
in the sport aviation sector;manufacture specifications and certifications of the aircraft;recorded
logs of training and maintenance;safety systems
employed at the local airfield and encouraged by
the Administrator(s);workplace health and safety
as applied to training facilities and the ongoing
education being provided to pilots in each of the
administering organisations.
The line of enquiry within the proceedings
was assisted by a specialist from the mining sector
who applied an accident investigation analysis
tool known as the ‘Human Factors Analysis and
Classification System’ (HFACS). The purpose of this
tool is to make sense of all the evidences gathered
from, and associated with, an accident, and to
derive the contributing factors that eventually and
collectively resulted in the catastrophic incident
through a logical process. Using this tool, the mining specialist authored a report to the Coroner
which concluded the fatality was a likely result
of the aircraft entering a tumble. Much of this
conclusion came from the referencing of a 1998
report on investigations conducted by Dr Guy
Gratton and Dr Simon Newman of the UK into
the prevention of tumbling aircraft. It appears
that the Gratton/Newman report effected much
of the report to the coronial inquest enquiry which
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became somewhat over-centered on what the
microlight industry was doing about prevention
of and education on tumbling microlight aircraft
and less focused on what actually caused the fatal
accident at Mareeba in 2005.
While the benefits of the HFACS methodology
toward accident investigation were not disputed,
there was some controversy in the findings of the
report to the Coroner based on this methodology, specifically that the evidences quoted were
being done so without empirical fact from the real
evidences neither of the incident itself nor from
proper research or extensive enquiry to the administering organisations or to the manufacturer at
all. Much of the report was really only opinion and
largely unfounded, as it was based itself on the
reading of the Gratton/Newman report.
The report to the Coroner concluded with 17
recommendations made to the Coroner for consideration in his delivery of findings and a further
seven recommendations for further investigation
which became the basis of in-court enquiries at the
inquest. Essentially these later ‘further investigations’ centered on gaining views from manufacturers and administrators as to whether there should
be one administrator for microlight aircraft instead
of the current two administrating organisations;
what the manufacturer was doing to ensure that
the aircraft were not prone to tumbling and what
the administrating organisations were doing to
train pilots regarding microlight tumbles.
There will likely be a number of outcomes
from this inquest which will impact the microlight
community, pilots and administration organisations alike. While we wait expectantly for the
Coroner to deliver his findings, there are already
some initiatives being implemented as a result
of this inquest. The HGFA and RAAus have already
had further meetings concerning the standardisation of microlight pilot training between the
organisations (more on this below) and the HGFA
has added to its website resource list the Gratton/Newman reports referred to within the inquest
regarding tumbling. These reports can be found
at the following weblinks: [www.hgfa.asn.au/
resources/GrattonNewman_TumbleResistance.pdf],
[www.hgfa.asn.au/resources/tumble1.pdf].It is my
understanding that a full transcript of the inquest
will be posted to the web by the court sometime
in the near future.

Airpsace Issues
Violations of Controlled Airspace (VCAs) was
a very active topic of discussion during February, both in the competition and general flying
arenas. The topic saw countless emails flying
between competition pilots, organisers and comp
committee representatives. In the thick of it all
was Karl Texler, organiser of the (then upcoming)
Bright 321 paragliding competition.
Karl had witnessed the earlier running of
the Bogong Cup hang glider competition with its
‘numerous’ airspace issues. Some of you will be

aware of the ensuing Oz Report articles incorrectly
interpreting Australian Airspace rules. Not wishing
to encounter the same dilemmas which had beset
Heather Mull during the Bogong Cup, Karl decided
(and quite correctly so) to apply FAI airspace
violations rules to the Bright 321 comp. Karl’s
stance in this move was supported by the HGFA,
but received heavy confrontation from pilots who
argued that the HGFA Competition Manual rules
should be followed instead. Regardless of this flak,
Karl held strong and drafted a viable set of rules
which were applied to the Bright 321 competition.
These rules were tested during Task 2 of the
competition: Flying out of The Pines, a number of
pilots were penalised for breaching airspace even
though a good number of pilots actually made
goal without any violation on the same task. I
attended the briefing session on Day 3 where
pilots gave feedback on the consequences of the
new rules. It was apparent from these reports
that the day was very lifty and pilots were struggling with the safety of flying in a gaggle while
adhering to the airspace restrictions.
Certainly one of the lessons learnt was that
pilots need to learn to fly in a different manner
in order to keep within the airspace requirements and also succeed at the task. It was also
apparent that some pilots had a forced breach of
airspace boundary either by being caught uncontrollably in lift or as a consequence of applying
safe flying in order to stay clear of the gaggle.
This may mean that a pilot has to forfeit the task
merely because of bad positioning in the gaggle
or bad luck as a result of being caught in strong
lift. While potentially frustrating for the pilot
penalised in such situations, these complications
are likely to become additional elements of the
competition flying game.
The rules regarding violations of controlled
airspace need to be solid and clear to all pilots.
Competition organisers need to follow Karl’s
lead in applying these rules to ensure that our
sport discourages infringements on airspace and
penalises those that do.
I’m sure that this will be a hot topic at the
next Competition Committee meeting which will
ultimately address the review of the airspace
rules within our competition manual. I would like
to thank Karl for his stance and effort on this
issue. He came under quite some pressure from
pilots – both in the drafting of the rules and their
eventual implementation during the Bright 321
competition. The energy to respond to the flow
of emails and to front the 80 pilots at the briefings would have been quite draining. Hat off to
you, Karl. Thanks for your time and energy in
contributing to the continuation of our sport.
In addition to the competition airspace issue
there was also a call to meeting from the Standards Consultative Committee, a sub-committee
made up of CASA officials and industry representatives whose job it is to guide the rules and
safety practices of sport aviation.
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The meeting cited three HGFA-type aircraft
violations over the last 18 months which have
caused passenger airliners to alter course to avoid
collisions. While acknowledging it was entirely
possible that each of these incidents may have
occurred, it was also noted that each of the reports
tabled indicated a lack of clear identification of the
HGFA aircraft which made it extremely difficult to
track the potenial air user involved in the violation.
Other data presented by the various
agencies also demonstrated a lack of enough
significant information so as to track down an
infringing party. The statistics provided to the
meeting indicated that in the last two years
violations of controlled airspace (VCAs) were on
the increase, yet upon closer enquiry into these
stats, it was established that the clear majority of
violations were by GA aircraft.
Report from Airservices indicated that within
the sport aviation offenders, when being confronted with their offence, a ‘Prove it’ attitude was
presented. This apparent attitude by some of our
(sport aviation, but not necessarily HGFA members) contingent incited this meeting. Such an attitude is unacceptable, particularly when a number
of fare-paying passengers would be effected by
the drastic outcome of any such incident. Within
the powered group of offenders it was noted that
some who had transponders merely turned them
off (they disappeared from the tracking system)
when called by radio to notify them of their violation, and some gave incorrect radio call signs to
avoid further repurcussions from their actions.
Again both of these behaviours indicate a serious
concern to safety culture.
Some discussion centred on the reporting
systems and it was noted that these are fairly
closed systems, reporting back into their respective organisations such as Qantas or Virgin Blue.
It was noted that any report of an airspace violation should be communicated to the organisation
which oversees the aircraft type as soon as the
report is established so that follow-up to locate
the offender could be made ASAP. This proposal
was well accepted. Also accepted was an education of ‘heavy metal’ pilots regarding sport-type
aircraft, thereby giving them the ability to better
recognise the aircraft type they are reporting on.
Further discussions included the clarity of
understanding the recent Nas2c changes. It
appears that there is confusion in what is actually the airlaw and where the boundaries of
airspace are. CASA and Airservices undertook
to promote further education programs on this
matter. The question was put to the meeting
whether a solution to Controlled Airspace include
regulatory initiation of transponders for all aircraft. This was met with responses from the sport
organisations which unanimously agreed that to
regulate was not a solution. The solution would
be better found in education and clarification of
the airspace rules. It was also established that
providing the VTCs free of charge on the web
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may lift the potential for pilots to have accurate
information on airspace. It was agreed that if
provided to the organisations in soft copy, we
could post onto our respective websites and all
members would have access to current VTCs. This
proposal will be further considered by Airservices
who currently publish VTCs at a charge.
Discussion outcomes from this meeting will
go back to the SCC sub-committee for review
– the main theme being improved communciation
and education between the ‘big boys’ and the
sports organisations. The main thing you, as the
reader of this article and as a sport aviator need
to take away with you, is that Controlled Airspace
is controlled for safety reasons. Entering this
airspace exposes airline passengers to high and
unwarranted risk. Your obligation as a sport pilot
is to ensure you know the airspace you are flying
in and to ensure you remain outside of the boundaries of controlled airspace unless duly authorised
to be there. As a sports administering organisation
we are in support of safety outcomes with little
tolerance toward pilots who wilfully breach controlled airspace and endanger the safety of others
by violating airspace regulations. A possible outcome of any violation in controlled airspace could
mean prosecution from CASA or the immediate
suspension of pilot certificates and a check flight
requirement for reinstatement.

CASA Audit
As part of our administration compliance under
the Civil Aviation Safety Authority to administer
sport aircraft, the HGFA is obliged to undergo
regular CASA audits. These audits take two forms
– in field audits where CASA oversees the HGFA
auditing training facilities to ensure such audits
are conducted effectively and in line with our
operational procedures and a corporate audit to
ensure that our administration procedures remain
effective and appropriate for a sport aviation
administering organisation.
The corporate audit was conducted in the
Essendon office early in March with a visit from two
CASA officers over a two-day period. The audit
report is yet to return from CASA, but notes made
during the audit process included the following
points: Current status and need for updates to the
Operations Manual;requirement for formal defect
reporting system;a need for official training and
certification of maintenance personnel and a revision of our pilot log books to include entry space
where non-local distance flights could to be recorded.
All but the last of these points are already
scoped into works planned over the next year or
near future. The audit process is a valuable tool and
one which CASA uses not so much to threaten the
sport aviation organisations, but more to ensure
the balance of duties under the CASA Deed are
being met and to provide an opportunity to interact
directly with them on matters particular to the
organisation under audit. During each of the audits
since coming into the GM position, I have found

CASA to be supportive and guiding in their manner
and their intent. Throughout this audit the CASA
representatives provided positive comment on
our current systems and some suggestion on how
improvement could be made to various aspects of
the systems we employ, indicating ongoing support
for the work we do on their behalf.

CASA RAA/HGFA Meeting
Further interaction with CASA this last month
came through a meeting initiated to address the
issues relating to dual administration of microlights by RAAus and HGFA. There has been a longstanding issue of the need to formalise processes
between the organisations where members transfer from one organisation to the other. The natural
view of this issue is that of potentially escaping
disciplinary actions applied by one organisation,
by escaping with a clean slate to the other. There
is more to it than this, however.
Part of the organisation’s role is to maintain
accurate records on aircraft and pilot certifications, to ensure there is a standard of maintenance applied to these aircraft and to hold a
register listing the membership and aircraft types
within the country. Ensuring correct and mutual
processes between the organisations is intended
to provide an accuracy of records for WM pilots
so we do not double count and therefore exaggerate the numbers of WM flyers in the country.
The WM training syllabus was also discussed
at length, with the RAAus only recently bringing
out its first ever WM training course outline. The
HGFA has definitely led the way in this area with
many instructors under the former AUF utilising our course notes for their student training.
The HGFA and RAAus will be working toward
establishing formalisation within our respective
operations manuals of a common recognition for
each others training courses and application of
maintenance standards so that pilots transferring between organisations are effectively met
with the same requirements and check processes
under each organisation. CASA will be overseeing this project to ensure it is completed within
a reasonable time frame and to ensure the
standards are equivalent in each organisation.
The effect on members will be fairly unseen, with
background checks between the organisations
prior to acceptance into the other organisation.
The two organisations have in fact been doing
this over the last year in the back office each
time a change of membership takes place. The
new processes being formalised in our office
procedures will also require declaration of dual
membership, so as to ensure we do not double
count the number of WM pilots in the country.
More on this as the project progresses.

Sites: Mystic Facelift
In January 2008 the HGFA Board approved a
development loan to the North East Victorian
Hang Gliding and Paragliding Club for part of the
Soaring Australia
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important issues and whose effort on those
issues we all unknowingly benefit from. Rohan
has always provided a good background to new
Board members on historical issues and has
underpinned many of the long-term implementations we also benefit from. We wish you all the
best and thank you for your dedication to the
sport, Rohan Grant.
The new Board members are:
B OARD M EMB ER STATE OF RE SI DEN C E

New launch surface on Mystic with Bright 321
competitors making reading to fly

Andrew Polidano
Bill Moyes
Javier Alvarez
Mark Mitsos
Don Cramer
Brian Webb
Carolyn Dennis
Paul Coffey
Rick Williams

NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
QLD
VIC
VIC
WA
WA

March State Association Meeting
cost for site works to Mystic launch, encompassing the removal of existing Tera matting, grading
of the launch area and laying of new Tera matting with improved joins and seals to give a life
expectancy of 10 years to the work. This loan
was unanimously approved in recognition of
the site as being one of national importance.
The work was undertaken following the
Bogong Cup and completed just prior to the
Bright 321 competition. The club put up most
of the cost for the works using funds raised from
site fees over several previous years, initially
tagged for purchase of the launch site. These
funds were redirected toward site improvement
following a decision late last year that the sale of
the land was not likely to eventuate.
The club approached both the Board and the
Victorian State Association to cover the shortfall
in funds for the works. With no response from
the State association, the Board acted quickly
to support the works and provide the loan on
a five-year pay back term. Continuing site fees
will provide the repayments and continued maintenance for the road and lower landing area.
Again Karl Texler was a major figure in coordinating this site works and loan application. Thank
you once again, Karl, for your continuing dedication and efforts in bringing this upgrade to Mystic.

Board Meeting April 2008
Preparations are now in progress for the upcoming
April Board meeting which will see the new Board
members taking their seats. The meeting will
commence on Friday, 11 April, and run through to
Sunday, 13 April, at the Rydges Camperdown hotel
in Sydney. Many thanks to the outgoing Board for
their input and time given to the governance of
our organisation over the last two years.
Particular comment and recognition is made
to Rohan Grant who has served on the Board in
varying capacities for over a decade. Rohan has
been a long-standing representative of the HGFA
to the Australian Sport Aviation Confederation,
working quietly in the background on many
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Another significant meeting in preparation is the
State Associations Meeting to be held on 14 to
16 March. By the time you read this, the meeting
would already have been completed. The minutes
to the meeting should by now be available on the
HGFA website. Please take time to review these
minutes to learn the outcomes of this meeting.
This will have been the second time that the State
associations have gathered to interact with one
another, the outcomes of which are targeted to
provide you, the members, better service for your
dollar at the State level.
You should be aware that there is a State
organisation dedicated to support local pilot and
site development. I urge you to get to know your
State association representatives and to interact
with them often, particularly through your local
club or directly. Their role is to provide communications, ideas and support of events that underpin the
ongoing sustainability and success of your sport.

Emergency Numbers Logged
Into Your Mobile Phone
ICE – In Case of Emergency: Prompted from the
South Australian pilot forum a simple idea is reiterated here for the benefit of all members which
could provide enormous assistance in times of
crisis. The idea is to store the word ICE in your
mobile phone address book and against it enter
the number of the person you would want to be
contacted ‘In Case of Emergency’. For more than
one contact name ICE1, ICE2, ICE3, etc, could be
used. In an emergency situation, ambulance and
hospital staff can then quickly find your next of
kin and are able to contact them. This could save
a life or put a loved one’s mind at rest. Not only
does it help emergency workers identify a person
if they come upon them unconscious, it also
helps identify the owners of lost cell phones.
What are Australia’s Emergency Call Services numbers?
• Triple Zero (000) is Australia’s primary
Emergency Call Service number and should
be used to access emergency assistance

from all telephones (landline, mobile phones
and payphones) in the first instance.
• 112 is the GSM standard Emergency Call
Service number for use with GSM mobile
phones and offers special access features.
112 can also be dialed from other mobile
phones, but will only offer the same features
that dialing Triple Zero (000) provides.
• 106 is the text-based Emergency Call Service
for people who are deaf or have a hearing
or speech impairment. This service operates
using a TTY (teletypewriter) and does not
accept voice calls or SMS messages.
Both 112 and 106 are secondary emergency
call services numbers because they are for use
only in relation to particular technologies.
For further information on the ICE concept
check out this site: [www.abc.net.au/melbourne/
stories/s1424165.htm].
For information relating to emergency calls
from a mobile phone look up: [www.acma.gov.
au/WEB/STANDARD/pc=PC_100575].

Accidents/Incidents
Care of gust winds on launch and landing:
Many of our sites are located in public venues
which often see a number of public onlookers
watching in fascination as we set up and prepare
to fly. This is particularly the case for hang glider
and paraglider sites.
Pilots will nearly always set their gliders up
and then take a few moments to reassess the
conditions before they strap themselves in and
make their way to the launch area. Also, once
landed, a hang glider will often be left unattended, positioned on its basebar and supported
on its keel, while the pilot chats to others about
his flight prior to breaking the glider down and
packing it up. Both at launch and on landing
there is a chance for the glider to be picked up
by the wind and flung into onlookers, potentially
injuring a luckless bystander.
Paragliders are less likely to be carried off
in this way, but have the potential to be carried
back when lifted for launch with the pilot already
strapped in. Hang gliders are very susceptible to
being picked up by gusts on launch or landing
because they sit up high even parked with their
topsail into wind. The solution for hang gliders,
once set up, is to unhook the nose wire and drop
the glider down flat until the pilot is ready to
hook in and make their way to launch. Similarly
upon landing, drop the glider flat to avoid any
chance of wind gusts picking the glider up and
tumbling it into an unexpecting crowd.
Safe flying.
HGFA GENE RAL MANAGER

Chris Fogg
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508
Ph/fax: 02 4294 9300, mob: 0417 766356
Email <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>
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Soaring Calendar
AUSTRALIA
Easter Four-day
Fly-in plus Aerotow
Training Weekend
21 to 24 March 2008
Tumut Airport, Tumut, NSW. Open and free to HGFA
members and family. Safety Officers present: Peter
Dall (SSO), Michael Porter SO and Curt Warren (CFI).
SOs will be appointed as duty pilots on the airfield
and on multiple hill launches for briefing and control
of operations as required at the time and day, subject
to availability. We intent to conduct a series of sports
skills development lectures, discussions and aerotow
endorsements at Tumut over the Easter long weekend.
All skill levels will be catered for, presentations are
aimed especially to develop the skills of low airtime
pilots. Some of the activities are: daily weather
briefings, daily debriefings, Q&A sessions, paragliding,
hang gliding, nanolight, ultralights.
Due to factors outside our control, camping and other
accommodation (B&B, cabins, hotels & motels) are
pretty much booked up in town. Un-powered tent
sites are available at the Blowering Holiday Village or
Talbingo caravan park which also still has powered
ones. Batlow has accommodation or you can camp at
the Tumut Aerodrome at no cost, but it has no power,
you are, however, at the centre of the event and it’s a
great place to be. If you do camp at the aerodrome, you
may pay for a shower when needed at the caravan park
in town. A free BBQ will be held on the Friday night at
the aerodrome. Beverages available for purchase at the
Aeroclub bar area, supplied by the ACTHGPA as a small
fundraiser. The Aeroclub now has full male and female
toilets and showers. A large coolroom in the clubhouse
can be used for food storage if required and tea or
coffee can be made in the kitchen facilities. Note: No
shops are open on Good Friday, from Satur-day on you
have a choice of food outlets/supermarkets.
The following launches are available for free flying:
Tumut Airport – aerotow (under instruction and free
flying), Honeysuckle Range – HG/PG, Argalong – HG/
PG (4x4 only), Big Mt Talbingo (adv HG/PG only), Big
Hill – HG/PG (4x4 only). Non-instructional assistance
provided on site by duty pilots and SOs, subject
to availability. Daily briefings conducted at Tumut
Aeroclub, between 10 to 10:30, where weather will be
discussed and tasks from the chosen flying sites set
for the day. Groups will be organised with appointed
duty pilots and SOs to give comments and lead
people to the chosen site. Note: All pilots must carry
their HGFA licence at all times. They may be asked to
show it on launch at any site and if not provided to a
SO/Duty pilot, they cannot to fly. Aerotow Operations:
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Instruction conducted by CFI Curt Warren. Tugmaster
CFI Peter Wilson. Full sponsorship provided by the
NSW and Newcastle clubs for aerotow endorsements
for limited places (four only on a ‘first in’ basis). At
the conclusion of the course it is expected that the
participant will have demonstrated a knowledge
and skill level such that they are issued an aerotow
endorsement. Aerotow endorsements will be offered
only to applicants selected. Written applications must
be made, addressing the following criteria: Must hold
a minimum int. rating, have solid skills in flying their
current glider (double surface int. wing minimum),
flying skills must be current with recent logged hours
of inland flying, have a good level of participation in
club activities, have a history of contributing to the
sport through their club, have a stated goal and use for
an aerotow endorsement. Applications to be made by
email to Michael Porter <michael.porter@ap.jll.com>.
General Enquiries to: Michael on 0415 920444.
Aerotow equipment provided: Tugs, ropes, weak links,
dollies. Participants need to bring: Glider, harness,
release, tow rings. Aerotow training will be provided
according to the syllabus and the requirements for
experience, equipment and demonstration of attained
knowledge as prescribed by the HGFA Towing
Procedures Manual June 1999. Participants in the
aerotow course and free flying at the Tumut Aerodrome
need to obtain a current VTC and read the HGFA Ops
manual in relation to aircraft circuits protocol and
training. Website for information and links: [www.hgfa.
asn.au/]. A SO will be appointed as duty pilot on the
airfield. A flier for this event will be distributed to the
clubs of Sydney, Stanwell, Illawarra, Canberra, Dusty
Demons, North East Victoria, Newcastle.
All enquiries in relation to the aerotow course and the
Easter Fly In at Tumut should be directed in the first
instant to: Michael Porter on <michael.porter@ap.jll.
com> or 0415 920444.

Canungra HG Summer Series
November 2007 to June 2008
Canungra, QLD. Sundays only, 10 rounds. Contact:
Rod Stead. 20km, 2km, 60min, 10% with 30% FTV.

Weekend Warrior
Weekend: Reloaded
25 to 27 April 2008
WWW Reloaded will be held over the April long
weekend at Manilla. The highly self-regarded event
management team of Gull & Golus will once again
produce a spectacle of paralympic proportions all
for $5 a day. The WWW Reloaded even boasts full
HGFA sanctioning. Tickets are available at the door,
but registering prior to the comp (using the info

pack) is recommended as numbers will be limited
to 50 pilots. Email <lawson482@hotmail.com> or
<chegolus@hotmail.com> for a good time (and an
information pack).

28th Australian Club
Class Nationals
5 to 17 October 2008
Kingaroy airfield, situated in the picturesque and
diverse South Burnett region of SE Queensland.
Hosted by the Kingaroy Soaring Club [www.
kingaroygliding.com]. Practise days: 5 and 6 October.
Limited to 60 gliders. Entry fee: $325 includes GST
and ITOC levy. Contact: Lorraine Kauffmann 07
54427448 or <lkauffma@bigpond.net.au>.

Alice Springs GC Regatta
11 to 18 October, 2008
Run in conjunction with the Alice Springs’ Masters’
Games. Come and enjoy outback cross-country
flying from the Bond Springs Airfield with some of
the best thermals found in Australia. Several classes.
Contact Allan Weeks, email <allanpatweeks@virtual.
net.au>. For information on accommodation
and general activities for the games [www.
alicespringsmasters.com.au].

OVERSEAS
30th FAI World Championships for Standard,
Club and World Class
6 to 20 July 2008
Rieti, Italy.

30th FAI World Championships for 15m, 18m and
Open Class
2 to 16 August 2008
Lüsse, Berlin, Germany.
International events can be found
at [http://events.fai.org/].

[Note: GAP parameters, where listed in the above
events, are: bomb-out distance (minimum scoring
distance), nominal distance (minimum task length),
nominal time (minimum expected winners time), and
goal percentage (nominal percentage in goal).]
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Contact Addresses
Soar Narromine Pty Ltd
PO Box 56, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 6889 1856.
Southern Cross Gliding Club
PO Box 132, Camden NSW 2570,
02 46558882, 0418 474636 (emergency).
Sydney Gliding Inc
PO Box 633, Camden NSW 2570, 0412 145144.
Temora Gliding Club
PO Box 206, Temora NSW 2666, 02 69772733.

G FA

Australian Gliding Museum
2 Bicton St, Mt Waverley VIC 3149,
03 98021098.
Gliding Queensland
C/o Treasurer, 73 Sewell Rd, Tanah Merah
QLD 4128, 0417 762621.
NSW Gliding Association
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821, 02
68892733, 02 68891250, Trs: 0407 459581.
South Australian Gliding Association
PO Box 65, Millicent SA 5280, 08 8733421,
0427 977218.
Victorian Soaring Association
4/139 Roberts St, Essendon VIC 3040,
03 83835340, 03 93355364.
Vintage Gliders Australia
22 Eyre St, Balwyn VIC 3103, 03 98175362.
WA Gliding Association Inc.
59 Wellington Pde, Yokine WA 6060,
08 93282511, 08 94449505.
NSW Gliding Association (NSWGA)
327 (Gliding) Flight, Australia
PO Box 1643, Port Macquarie, NSW 2444
02 65831488, 0427 259990.
Bathurst Soaring Club
PO Box 1682, Bathurst NSW 2795,
02 63371180 (weekend), 0427 470001.
Canberra Gliding Club
GPO Box 1130, Canberra ACT 2601,
02 64523994, 0428 523994.
Central Coast Soaring Club
PO Box 1323, Gosford South NSW 2250,
02 43844074.
Cudgegong Soaring Pty Ltd
PO Box 352, Frenchs Forest NSW 1640,
02 63742444.
Goulburn Gliding Group
57 Munro Rd, Queanbeyan NSW 2620,
02 62973504.
Grafton Gliding Club
16 Fuller St, Mullaway NSW 2456,
02 66541638, 0403 088551.
Harden Gliding Club
3/17 Mugglestone Pl, Bruce ACT 2617,
02 62018230, 0411 107694.
Hunter Valley Gliding Club Co-op Ltd
PO Box 9, Newcastle NSW 2300,
02 95342884.
Lake Keepit Soaring Club
PO Box 5152, South Tamworth NSW 2340,
02 67697514.
Leeton Gliding Club
PO Box 607, Leeton NSW 2705, 02 69533825.
Narromine Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68892733.
Orana Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68892733.
RAAF Richmond Gliding Club
RAAF Base, Richmond NSW 2755,
02 45873214.
RAAF Williamtown Gliding Club
C/O Mr G R Lee, 10 Federation Dr, Medowie
NSW 2318, 02 49829334.
Scout Association NSW Gliding
80 Malvern St, Panania NSW 2213,
02 97096009.

Queensland Soaring Association (QSA)
2 Wing AAFC School of Aviation Inc.
201 Squadron Air Force Cadets, PO Box 647
Archerfield QLD 4108, 07 33324851,
0415 150965.
Barambah District Gliding Club
2 Yellow Gully Rd, Wolvi QLD 4570,
07 54867247.
Boonah Gliding Centre Inc
PO Box 107, Boonah QLD 4310, 07 5463
2630, 0408 016164.
Bundaberg Soaring Club
PO Box 211, Bundaberg QLD 4670,
07 41579558.
Byron Bay Gliding Inc
1 Old Brunswick Rd, Tyagarah Airfield,
Tyagarah, NSW 2481, 0414 558794,
02 66844244.
Byron Bay Gliding PL
1 Old Brunswick Rd, Tyagarah Airfield,
Tyagarah, NSW 2481, 02 66847572.
Byron Gliding Club Inc
PO Box 815, Byron Bay NSW 2481,
02 66847627.
Caboolture Gliding Club
PO Box 920, Caboolture QLD 4510,
0418 713903.
Central Queensland Gliding Club
PO Box 953, Rockhampton QLD 4700,
07 49371381.
Darling Downs Soaring Club
PO Box 584, Toowoomba QLD 4350,
07 46637140, 0409 507847.
Gympie Gliding Club
PO Box 217, Gympie QLD 4570, 07 54835380.
Kingaroy Soaring Club
PO Box 91, Kingaroy QLD 4610, 07 41622191.
Moura Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Moura QLD 4718, 07 49973265.
North Queensland Soaring Centre
PO Box 1743, Aitkenville QLD 4814,
0500 811011.
Pacific Soaring
19 Craigslea Dr, Caboolture QLD 4510,
07 5499 4805.
Southern Downs Aero & Soaring
PO Box 144, Warwick Qld 4370, 07 38348311.
Summerland Gliding Club
3 Alston Ave, Alstonville NSW 2477,
02 66286691, 0404 007229.
SA Gliding Association (SAGA)
Adelaide Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 94, Gawler SA 5118, 08 85221877.
Adelaide Uni Gliding Club Inc.
Adelaide Uni Sports Assoc, The University of
Adelaide SA 5005, 08 88262203, 0412 870963.
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Membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Normal
$190
$195
$194
$195
$195

Family
$154
$155
$158
$159
$159

Student membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Full
$115.50
$116.50
$119.50
$120.50
$120.50

Family
$79.50
$80.50
$83.50
$84.50
$84.50
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Short-term membership:1 Month* 3 Month*
NSW/QLD/VIC
$50
$65
South Australia
$59
$74
Western Australia
$60
$75
*Note: Once only purchase to Australian
residents, thereafter 12 month membership
to be purchased.
International postage for Soaring Australia
to be added to membership fees:
Zone
1
2
3
4
5

Country
New Zealand
Singapore
Japan, Hong Kong, India
USA, Canada, Middle East
UK, Europe, South
America, South Africa

Price
$54
$60
$60
$66
$72
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Air Cadet Gliding Club
PO Box 2000, Salisbury SA 5108,
08 83805137, 0429 805137.
Alice Springs Gliding Club
PO Box 356, Alice Springs NT 871,
08 89526384, 0417 530345.
Balaklava Gliding Club
PO Box 257, Balaklava SA 5461, 08 88645062.
Barossa Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 123, Stonefield via Truro SA 5356,
08 85640240.
Bordertown Keith Gliding Club
PO Box 377, Bordertown SA 5268, 08 87521321.
Millicent Gliding Club
PO Box 194, Millicent SA 5280,
08 87333421, 0427 977218.
Murray Bridge Gliding Club
PO Box 1509, Victor Harbor SA 5211,
08 85543543, 0409 677677.
Northern Australian Gliding Club
PO Box 38889, Winnellie NT 821,
08 89412512.
Port Augusta Gliding Club
PO Box 2175, Port Augusta SA 5700,
08 86436628, 0401 990823.
Renmark Gliding Club
PO Box 450, Renmark SA 5341,
08 85951422, 0417 890215.
Scout Gliding Club Inc.
22 Burford Crescent, Redwood Park SA
5097, 0418 815618.
Waikerie Gliding Club
PO Box 320, Waikerie SA 5330, 08 83916672.
Whyalla Gliding Club
PO Box 556, Whyalla SA 5600,
08 86452619, 0413 127825.
Victorian Soaring Association (VSA)
Albury Corowa Gliding Club
PO Box 620, Wodonga VIC 3689.
Beaufort Gliding Club
66 Waterdale Rd, Ivanhoe VIC 3079,
03 94972048.
Bendigo Gliding Club
62 Lawson St, Bendigo VIC 3550, 03 54439169.
Bothwell Gliding Club
PO Box 288, Sandy Bay TAS 7005, 03 62267615.
Cloud Riders Pty Ltd
C/o 18 Wyndham St, Werribee VIC 3030,
03 97413142, 0429 351234.
Corangamite Soaring Club
Kurweeton, Kurweeton Rd, Derrinallum
VIC 3325, 03 55939277.
Geelong Gliding Club
PO Box 197, Bacchus Marsh VIC 3340,
0409 212527.
Gliding Club Of Victoria
PO Box 46, Benalla VIC 3672, 03 57621058.
Grampians Soaring Club
PO Box 468, Ararat VIC 3377, 03 53525710,
0417 514438.
Horsham Flying Club
PO Box 158, Horsham VIC 3402, 03 53823491.
Latrobe Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 625, Morwell VIC 3840,
03 51221081, 0407 839238.
Mangalore Gliding Club
RMB 6640, Longwood VIC 3665,
03 57985512, 0413 307177.
Mount Beauty Gliding Club
Box 486, Mt Beauty VIC 3699,
02 60591417, 0402 075131.
Murray Border Flying Club Inc.
PO Box 58, Tocumwal NSW 2714,
03 58283169, 0407 855533.
Murray Valley Soaring Club Ltd
PO Box 403, Corowa NSW 2646, 02 60335036.
Soaring Club Of Tasmania
34 Clinton Rd, Geilston Bay TAS 7015,
03 62437508.
South Gippsland Gliding Club
PO Box 475, Leongatha VIC 3953, 0437 454986.
Sportaviation Pty Ltd
PO Box 44, Tocumwal NSW 2714,
03 90169144, 0427 534122.
Sunraysia Gliding Club
PO Box 647, Mildura VIC 3500,
03 50257335, 0409 016614.
Swan Hill Gliding Club
PO Box 160, Nyah VIC 3594, 03 50376688.

Tumbarumba Gliding Club
C/o Judds Engineering P/L, PO Box 5283
Wagga NSW 2650, 02 69251642.
VMFG
GPO Box 1096J, Melbourne VIC 3001,
0402 281928.
Wagga Wagga Gliding Club
PO Box 613, Wagga Marketplace, Wagga Wagga
NSW 2650, 0427 205624, 0428 205624.
WA Gliding Association (WAGA)
716 Flight Australia Air Force Cadets
7 Wing HQ, RAAF Base Pearce WA 6084,
08 95717800.
Beverley Soaring Society
PO Box 136, Beverley WA 6304,
08 96460320, 0407 385361.
Gliding Club of WA
PO Box 6231, East Perth WA 6892,
08 92212164, 0417 992806 (weekend).
Morawa Gliding Club
PO Box 276, Morawa WA 6623, 08 99723022.
Narrogin Gliding Club
PO Box 232, Narrogin WA 6312,
08 98811795, 0407 088314.
Stirlings Gliding Club
PO Box 2314, Bunbury WA 6230,
08 98429104, 0418 935461.
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All correspondence, including changes
of address, membership renewals, short
term memberships, rating forms and
other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HGFA National Office
130 Wirraway Road, Essendon Airport VIC
3041, ph: 03 93792155, fax: 03 93792177,
<office@hgfa.asn.au>.
HGFA General Manager
Chris Fogg, PO Box 258, Helensburgh
NSW 2508, ph/fax 02 4294 9300, 0417
766356, <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>.
Information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
State associations, region or club.
Board Members
Javier Alvarez <Javier.Alvarez@hgfa.asn.au>,
40 Tallowood Cr, Ourimbah NSW 2258, 02
43622525 (h), 02 99253051 (w), 0418 116681.
Paul Coffey <Paul.Coffey@hgfa.asn.au>,
25 Taylor St, Eaton WA 6232, 08 97251161,
0428 504285.
Don Cramer <Don.Cramer@hgfa.asn.au>,
3 Coxen St, Dalby QLD 4405, 07 46699100
(h), 07 46699115 (w), 0409 699115.
Carolyn Dennis <Carolyn.Dennis@hgfa.asn.
au>, 24 Lyndhurt Cr, Box Hill VIC 3129, 03
98905020 (h), 03 98597272 (w), 0427 555063.
Bill Moyes <Bill.Moyes@hgfa.asn.au>,
1144 Botany Road, Botany NSW 2019,
02 93162019 (h), 02 93164644 (w),
0428 668889.
Mark Mitsos <Mark.Mitsos@hgfa.asn.
au>, 22 Longview Cr, Stanwell Tops NSW
2508, 02 42949344 (h) 02 42949065 (w),
0408 864083.
Andrew Polidano <Andrew.Polidano@
hgfa.asn.au>, 146 Stuart St, Mullumbimby
NSW 2482, 02 66843510, 0428 666843.
Brian Webb <Brian.Webb@hgfa.asn.au>,
PO Box 238, Bright VIC 3741, 03 57551753,
03 94121791, 0417 530972.
Rick Williams <Richard.Williams@hgfa.
asn.au>, 160 Blackadder Rd, Swanview
WA 6056, 08 92943962, 0427 057961.
States & Regions
ACTHPA
PO Box 3496, Manuka ACT 2603;[www.
acthpa.org]. Pres: Barry Oliver 0407 825
819, <Barry.Oliver@anu.edu.au>;Trs: Geoff
Robertson 0429 843417, <geoffrobertson@
grapevine.com.au>;Sec: Alistair Dickie
0404 023359, <Alnrelly@alistairdickie.
com>;Meetings: 1st Thu/mth 7.30pm
Yamba Sports Club.
Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Rick Williams <rick
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williams@tpg.com.au>, V-Pres: Rob Holmes <rob
nkath@westnet.com.au>, HG Rep: Gavin Nicholls
<gknichol@tpg.com.au>, PG Rep: Gordon
McCabe <sikacro@yaahoo.com.au>, PM Rep:
Mark Wild <mark@gastech.com.au>, ML Rep:
Shaun Wallace <shaun@hangglide.com.au>.
NSW Hang Gliding Association
Sec: Alexander Drew 0423 696677,
<secretary@nswhpa.org>;Trs: John Selby
<treasurer@nswhpa.org>.
North Queensland HG Association
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove QLD 4740;
Pres: Graham Lee;Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen
07 49552913, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>
Queensland HG Association
Pres: Greg Hollands <greg.s.hollands@
transport.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61, Canungra
QLD 4275 07 38448566.
South Australian HG Association
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000, ph: 08
84101391, fax: 08 82117115;Pres: Stuart
McClure 08 82973452 (h), <stuart.mcclure@
csiro.au>;Sec: Mark Tyminski 0411 414 816,
<marknjan@senet.com.au>;Trs: Robert Woodward 08 82977532 (h), <rob_woodward@
ultimatepositioning.com>.
Tasmanian HG & PG Association
[www.thpa.net]. Pres: Rob Steane (Hobart PG
pilot), 0418 146137, <president@thpa.net>;
Sec/Trs: Stephen Clark (Hobart HG pilot), 0419
997550, <secretary@thpa.net>. Northern Tas
info: Richard Long (Burnie PG pilot), 0438
593998, <northern@thpa.net>.
Victorian HG and PG Association
PO Box 953, Williamstown VIC 3016, [www.
vhpa.org.au/]. Pres: Glenn Bachelor 0419 324
730 <President@VHPA.org.au>;Sec: John Twomey;Trs: Lisa Charleston;SSO: Hamish Barker.
Site weather-boxes: Three Sisters 0409 864
700, Buckland Ridge 0407 356295, Mt Buffalo
03 57501515, Ben More 0417 112062.
Clubs
NATIONAL
The Pico Club Incorporated
62 Anderson Street, East Geelong VIC 3219
Pres: Jos Weemaes 02 60265658, <jweemaes
@bordernet.com.au>;Sec: Andrew McCarthy
0438 062596, <amccart4@tpg.com.au>.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[www.bmhgc.org.au]. Pres: Neil Evans 02
47878027, <dream2@tpq.com.au>;Sec:
Andrew Paterson, 02 96395461, 0425 305984,
<apaterso@bhsc.nsw.gov.au>;Trs: Allan Bush
02 47738037, <fairallan@pnc.com.au>;Newsletter: Paul Hunt 02 96997720, 0404 851876,
<huntp@ozemail.com.au>;Comps: Alan Bond
02 98995351, 0408 470544, <skybond@
primus.com.au>;SOs: Allan Bush, Paul Hunt.
Meetings: With Club Comp round last Sun/mth
or contact above committee members.
Central Coast Sky Surfers
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres/SO: Javier
Alvarez 0418 116681 <javier@myreal
box.com>;V-Pres: Jeff Terry 0416 291545
<jeff@survivalsolutions.com.au>;Trs: Anthony
Scurrah 0427 000410 <anthony_scurrah@
yahoo.com.au>;Sec/Web: Martin Haig 0403
276227 <mhaig@dataweb.com.au>;SSOs:
Maderson Ford 0416 002244;Paul Cox 0417
355897;Tony Barton 0412 607815. Meetings:
1st Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club,
Ilya Ave, Erina.
Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club
6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>;Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746,
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>;Trs: Michael Porter
0415 920444;SSO: Peter Dall 0428 813746.
Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club
Pres: A Edwards 0411 636761 <anthony
bedwards@optusnet.com.au;V-Pres: Neil
Bright <tojofly@iprimus.com.au>;SSO:
James Thompson 0418 686199, <james.b.t@
hunterlink.net.au>. Meetings: last Tue/mth
7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.
Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1@
bigpond.com>;Sec: John Parsons;SSO: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc];Pres: James
Ryrie 02 62359120, <rymicalago@netspeed.
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com.au>;V-Pres: Andy Abbott 0419 897005,
<andy@ali-oup.com>;Sec: Mark Mourant
02 48464144, <talect@ispdr.net.au>.
Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness
02 67856545, <skygodfrey@aol.com>, V-Pres:
Matt Morton <Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>, Sec: Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.com>,
Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@hotmail.com>, SSO
(HG) Patrick Lenders 02 67783484 <patrick.
lenders@gmail.com>, SSO (Trike): Willi Ewig
02 6769 7771 <skyranch@gmx.net>.
Mid North Coast HG and PG Club
Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419 442597, <lelean@
smartchat.net.au>;SSO: Jason Turner 0419
997196, <jasonflys@hotmail.com>.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NSW 2292;[www.
nhgc.asn.au], <fly@nhgc.asn.au>. Pres:
Matthew Clarke 0419 908283, <penders@
nobbys.net.au>;V-Pres: Matt Olive 02
49436791;Sec: Simon Plint 0407 613701,
<SimonPlint@newcastle.edu.au>;Trs: Monica
Barrett 0425 847207;SSOs: Tony Barton
(coastal) 0412 607815, Scott Barret 0425
847208 <inlandsso@nhgc.asn.au>, James
Thompson (PG) 0418 686199;Newsletter:
David Stafford 02 49215832 <editor@
nhgc.asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/mth
7:30pm South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn
St, Merewether.
Northern Beaches HG Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103. Pres:
Hugh Zions 0412 246 100 <hzions@optusnet.
com.au>;V-Pres: Douglas Sole <dougsole@
optusnet.com.au>;CEO: Marika Martinez
<marika_libra@hotmail.com>;Sec: Alexander
Drew 0423 696 677 <dalexander@med.usyd.
edu.au>;Trs: Alan Taylor <alan@cmphome.
com>;SSO: Glen Salmon 02 99180091 (HG);
Wayne Fitzgerald (HG/PG) 02 99827094.
Meetings: 1st Tue/mth, 7pm, Mona Vale
Bowling Club.
Northern Rivers HG and PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481;[www.
nrhgpgc.org]. Pres: Cedar Anderson <cedar@
poliglide.com>, 0429 070380;V-Pres: Jan
Smith <janandglenn@optusnet.com.au>,
0410 314673;Sec: Glenn Smith <glenn.
smith@agric.nsw.gov.au>;Trs: Sonja Hans
<sonjahans@gmail.com>, 0428 665265;SSO
(PG): Lindsay Wootten <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>, 0427 210993;SSO (HG): Peter
Aitken <proflyte@bigpond.net.au>. Meetings:
1st Tue/mth, 7pm, Byron Services Club.
Stanwell Park HG and PG Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508;Pres:
Peter Wennersten 0414 333393, <president@
flystanwell.com>;Sec: Mark Mitsos 0408
864083, <secretary@flystanwell.com>;Trs:
Adrian Le Gras 0400 002281, <treasurer@
flystanwell.com>;M/ship: Robert Seckold
<membership@flystanwell.com>;SSO: Mark
Mitsos 0408 864083, <SSO@flystanwell.com>.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Peter Dower 0413 484471, <peter.
dower@campbelltown.nsw.gov.au>;Trs:
John Selby 02 93447932, <johnselby@idx.
com.au>;Sec: Susanne Liersch 0403 062625,
<Susanne.Liersch@AOA.NESTLE.COM>;
SO: Doug Dole, Bruce Wynne;SSO: Ken
Stothard. Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, 7:30pm
Endeavour Hotel, Botany.
NORTHERN TERRITORY
Alice Springs HG and PG Club
Pres: Brett Lewis 0418 890033, <freelance@
octa4.net.au>;Vice-Pres: Ricky Jones 0406
098354, <redcentreparagliding@yahoo.com>.
Please contact for paramotoring, PG ridge
soaring and thermal flying.
QUEENSLAND
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>;Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254,
<crezzi@lineone.net>;SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Bob Hayes, 0418 963796;V-Pres/SSO:
Brett Collier 0431 151150 <brettcollier@
bigpond.com>;Sec: Lance Keough 07
40912117, Trs: Nev Akers 07 4053258631.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275;[www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Peter Smart <president@

ALL CLUBS PLEASE CHECK DETAILS IN THIS SECTION CAREFULLY
Could all Clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details of their Executive
Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific attention is directed to the listing of
SSOs and SOs for the Clubs. Please ALL CLUBS and nominated Senior SOs and SOs confirm
ALL SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that
those holding these appointments have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive
notices and correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to be
endorsed by Clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if confirmation
is not received, those listed in the Database where no current forms or confirmation is held,
the appointment will be taken as having expired.
General Manager, HGFA
chgc.asn.au>;V-Pres: Martin Nightingale
<vicepresident@chgc.asn.au>;Trs: Cameron
McNeil <treasurer@chgc.asn.au>;Sec/Ed:
Susan Nightingale;Gen-Exec: Greg Hollands
gem@chg.asn.au>;Editor: Susan Nightingale
<newsletter@chgc.asn.au>;SSO PG: Phil
Hystek 07 55434000 (h), 0418 155317,
<sso@chgc.asn.au>;SSO (HG): Ken Hill 0418
188655, <sso@chgc.asn.au>.
Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
‘The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>;Sec:
James Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.
edu.au>;Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699,
<jaw12@bigpond.com>;Events: Jon Wall
0427 177237, <jonathon.a.wall@team.
telstra.com>;SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187,
07 49387607. Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07
49922865, <prbarry@tpg.com.au>.
Conondale Cross-Country Flyers Inc.
[www.entrypoint.to/conondale-x-countryflyers]. Pres: Graham Sutherland 0429
935882;Sec: Denis Davis 0403 349344;Trs:
Steve Stocker 0411 226733;SSO (PG/PPG)
Graham Sutherland 0429 935882, (MHG)
Frank Fontaine 0408 556113.
Dalby Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 107, Dalby QLD 4405;[www.hgfa.asn.
au/-dhgc]. Pres: Jason “Yoda” Reid 0424 293
922, <jasonr@gleda.com.au>;Trs: Cameron
McNeil 0419 70326, <cameron.mcneill@
accenture.com>;Sec : Annie Crerar <bruce.
annie@bigpond.com>;SO: Daron “Boof”
Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@aclad.com.au>.
Fly Killarney Inc.
PO Box 70, Killarney QLD 4373. Pres: Andrew
Horchner 0427 807516;V-Pres: Matt Cooper
0414 318144;PR/Site contact: Wendy
Mugridge 0418 807516.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 54554661 (h);Sec/
SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille, 0418 754157,
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com.au>;Trs:
Gary Allan 0417 756878;SSO: David Cookman (HG) 07 54498573;Jonathan Allen,
0438 107518.
Wicked Wings Club
Toowoomba & District PG/HG Club Inc, 190
Drayton St, Laidley QLD 4341. Pres: Peter
Schwenderling 0427 461347 <swendo1@
bigpond.net.au>;Trs: Richard Cook 0427
805960 <richardtc@aapt.net.au>;Sec: Troy
Litzow 0448 456607 <troylitzow@optusnet.
com.au>.
Whitsundays HG Club
Contact: Henryk Wojcik 07 49550253 (h),
0403 715962, <hmwoj53@bigpond.net.au>;
Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.
TASMANIA
Tasmanian HG&PG Ass. (see States & Regions)
VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>;Pres: Dale
Appleton 0408 382635;SSO: Rob van der
Klooster 0408 335559. Meetings: 1st Fri/mth,
venue see [www.hgfa.asn.au/~dyna].
Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 216, Richmond 3121;[www.hgfa.asn.
au/~melbourne/], <melbourne@hgfa.asn.au>.
Pres: Rob Wenban 0408 179940,
<robwenban@connexus.net.au>;Sec: Mike
Maciejowski 0414 753096, <mike@tridigm.
com.au>;Trs: Greg Stroot 0402 473113,
<greg.stroot@ozonline.com.au>;Committee:
Glenn Bachelor 0419 324730, <hanggliding@
netspace.net.au>;Peter Davies 0400 883155
<pd33725@hotmail.com>. Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month 6:30pm at Station 59, 59 Church
St Richmond.
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Karl Texler 0428 385144, <president@
nevhgc.net>;Sec: William Brooks 0409
411791, <secretary@nevhgc.net>;Trs: Tony

Kenney 0412 238039, <treasurer@nevhgc.
net>;M/ship: Rod Oldfield 0412 922669,
<membership@nevhgc.net>;SSO/Comps:
Karl Texler 0428 385144, <brightvt@netc.net.
au>;SSO/Comms: Brian Webb 0417 530972;
Meetings: [www.hgfa.asn.au/~nevhgc/].
Sky High Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org];Pres: Rob Parker
<pres@skyhighparagliding.org>;V-Pres: Martin
Halford <vp@skyhighparagliding.org>;Trs:
Peter Allen <tres@skyhighparagliding.org>;Sec:
Julie Sheard <sec@skyhighparagliding.org>;
Web: Ron Campbell <wm@skyhighparagliding.
org>;Nov Rep: Steve Poole <nov@skyhigh
paragliding.org>;SC Chair: Carolyn Dennis
<safety@skyhighparagliding.org>;APN:
Rob Parker <ed@skyhighparagliding.org>.
Meetings: 1st Wed/mth 8pm Retreat Hotel,
226 Nicholson St, Abbotsford.
Southern Microlight Club
[http://home.vicnet.net.au/~stclub/]. Pres:
Mark Andrews 03 95988708 (h);V-Pres: Mark
Howard 03 9751 1480 (h);Sec: David Jacka
03 94866996 (h), 0409 866996. Newsletter:
Carl Dillon <carldillon@optusnet.com.au>.
Meetings: 2nd Tue/mth 8pm Manning-ham
Club, 1 Thompsons Rd, Bulleen.
Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.WVHGC.
com]. Pres: Mark O’Keefe;V-Pres: Glenn
Bachelor 0419 324730 <VicePresident@
WVHGC>;Trs: Richard Carstairs;Sec:
Will Faulkner;SSO: Rohan Holtkamp;Site
Development: Steve Norman and Andy
Stevens;Web: Damien Georgiou;Newsletter:
Steve Norman. Meetings: First Wed/month
at Richard’s place, Glenroy.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Albany HG & PG Club
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.
Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.
147 Bruns Dr, Darling Downs 6122. Pres:
Rob Holmes <president@cloudbase.asn.au>,
0428 244829;Trs: Colin Brown <treasurer@
cloudbase.asn.au>, 0407 700378;Sec: John
Carman <secretary@cloudbase.asn.au>, 0419
361808;Committee: <committee@cloudbase.
asn.au>, Joe Bosworth 0412 939290, Aaron
Massey 0407 479173, Rod Merigan 0439
967971, Mark Wild 0411 423923;SOs: John
Carman, Nigel Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild.
Meetings: Last Wed/mth, 7:30pm, Osborne
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.
Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
9 Broadarrow Rd, Kalgoorlie WA 6430. Pres/
SSO: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.net.au>,
08 90215771;Trs/SO: Richard Breyley <richard.
breyley@kbrl.com.au>, 0417 986896;Sec:
Peter Cepuritis <CepuritP@kalg.curtin.edu.
au>, 0417 924711. SSO: Mark Stokoe <Mark.
Stokoe@health.wa.gov.au>, 0414 932461.
Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillfly@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick Williams
0427 057961;Sec/SSO: Gary Bennet 0412
611680;SSO: Gavin Nicholls 0417 690386,
Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397, Dave Longman
08 93859469. Meetings held on site during
club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.
Western Microlight Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362;V-Pres: Keith
Mell 08 97971269;Sec: Paul Coffey 0428
504285;CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408 949004.
Western Soarers
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 483, Mt
Hawthorn WA 6915. Pres: Sun Nickerson
0401 135042, <sun.nickerson@iinet.net.au>;
V-Pres: Gavin Nicholls 0417 690386, <gavin.
nicholls@defence.gov.au>;Sec/Trs: Mirek
Generowicz 0427 778280, <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>;Equipment: Shaun Wallace
0411 885178, <shaun@hangglide.com.au>;
SSOs: Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls & Rick
Williams. Meetings: 2nd Tue/month with
Cloudbase PG club. Times and dates will be
published at [www.westernsoarers.com].
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G FA
NOTICE TO ALL GFA ADVERTISERS
All advertisements and payment can be sent to:
The Gliding Federation of Australia Inc/Advertising
130 Wirraway Road, Essendon Airport VIC 3041
Ph: 03 9379 7411, Fax: 03 9379 5519
Email: <Advertising@sec.gfa.org.au>
Advertisements may be emailed in high resolution
(300dpi at 100% size) using TIF or EPS formats.
Photographs may be provided in either photo print
or slides. Low resolution digitals are not suitable.
Photographs, slides or disks may be returned. Please
include a self-addressed and stamped envelope
for the return of any promotional material.
All GFA advertisements must be paid for prior to
publication. (Payment by cheque, money order or
credit card). Don’t forget Classifieds deadline is the
25th of the month, for publication five weeks hence.

Single-seater Sailplanes
Cirrus, open, all gear, trailer, ’chute, very good
cond. Email: <tigermothaya@aapt.net.au>.
Hornet VH-GHX, 1977, around 2800 hrs, refinished
fuse & tail surfaces, looks & flies great, but wings
will need doing sometime. Radio, varios, parachute,
enclosed trailer, tow-out gear, etc, $17000 all up.
New ballast bags - one fitted, one ready. Ph:
Richard Pincus 0408 525618, 02 98107994.
Junior 51-1 VH-XOJ, 2688 hrs. Cambridge electric
& PZL mechanical vario. Geneva 100ch radio, fresh
2688 hrs, 2284 launches inspection & Form 2. Very
good cond, $18500. Ph: 03 95214942.
Ka6cr VH-HNA, excellent cond, 720ch radio, B40,
tow-out gear & excellent galvanised enclosed
trailer, $7500 ono. Ph: Arie 0419 973343 or <arie@
internode.on.net>.
Libelle 201 VH-GBP, winglets, fillets, Flarm, Cae
flight logger, Microair radio, parachute 17 years,
good trailer, easy rig/derig, $18000 ono. Ph: 03
52753316 or <robmus@westnet.com.au>.
Pik 20D VH-GWK, 3000 hrs, good cond, B21, 24,
25, Colibri, Microair radio, Garmin 90 GPS, Mylar
sealed, fuse/tail refinished 1999, new tinted canopy
1999, tow-out gear, factory fibreglass trailer, 30yearly completed 8/06, $35000 ono. Ph: Don 0419
809463 or <donwoody@bigpond.net.au>.
Std Cirrus VH-GYY, at Gympie QLD, 1479 hrs, 1728
landings. Enclosed trailer, B50 Borgelt & Cambridge
vario, Microair 720ch radio. Just completed Form 2,
$16500 ono. Ph: 07 54836922 or <lynnek@dodo.
com.au>.

Two-seater Sailplanes
Twin Astir VH-IKC is offered for sale due to fleet
changes. 4770 hrs & 11300 landings. Microair radio,
Borgelt & mechanical varios, basic instruments. All
offers considered. Ph: 07 54825613 or 07 54836922.
Twin Astir VH-KYK offered by the Beverley
Soaring Society, in good cond. with no major
repairs, 7000 hrs, enclosed trailer, Microair radio,
mechanical & electric varios, B25 speed director
& basic instruments. $34000. Ph: Greg Beecroft
08 94595719, 0419 919065 or < greg.beecroft@
bigpond.com>.

Self-launching/Motor Gliders
1/2 or 1/3 share Ventus CM self-launcher
available, presently based at Lake Keepit. Currently
use of T-hangar & is option to buy fully comp ready,
top performer. Excellent trailer, all tow-out gear,
oxygen, Flarm, plus more. Ph: Robin 0419 839631.
Dimona H36, two-seat, 1/4 share, excellent cond,
cheap flying & touring, based at Camden, see
[www.dimonamotorglider.com] for photos & details,
$23500. Ph: Colin Brock 0432 141331.
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Dimona H36, 1984 (good ailerons), 94hp Sauer
2500, dual ignition, climbs like Rotax 912, cruise
12l/h @ 2250rpm, engine 1440 hrs to run (or Jabiru
2200 Falke may be for sale).
Falke 2000, 1991, two-wheel mains, 650kg AUW,
brand new (1000 hrs) L2000 engine, comfortable
seating & ideal trainer. Ph: Ian McPhee 0428
847642, <mrsoaring@gmail.com>.
Dimona H36 Mk 2, TT 2520 hrs, motor Limbach
2400 TT 430 hrs, good cond, $96000. Ph: 03
54283358 or 0428 450475.
Grob 103/3 Twin SL, VH-GLL, ’92. Looks &
handles like Duo Discus, top competition trainer,
proven 37:1, TT 460 hrs, engine 195 hrs, new prop,
oxygen, Cobra trailer, reasonably priced. Ph: BGC
02 66847627 for details.
Ventus CM self-launch VH-ZBM, No 37, 17.6m,
1200 hrs, engine 100 hrs, Sage vario, SDI C3 final
glide computer, Cambridge display & logger, wing
covers, tow-out gear, tie-downs, Excellent trailer,
$112000. Ph: Robin 0419 839631.

articles. $US26 for one year, $47 for two years, $65
for three years. 107-1025 Richmond Rd Ottawa,
Ontario K2B 8G8 Canada, email: <sac@sac.ca>.
NZ Gliding Kiwi: Official magazine of Gliding New
Zealand. Edited by John Roake. Read world-wide with
a great reputation for being first with the news. A$52
pa. Personal cheques or credit cards accepted. Write:
NZ Gliding Kiwi, 79 Fifth Avenue, Tauranga, New
Zealand. Email: <gk@johnroake.com>.
Sailplane & Gliding: The only authoritative
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. 52 A4
pages of fascinating material & pictures with colour.
Available from the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, England.
Annual subscription for six copies £17.50.
Sailplane Builder: Monthly magazine of the Sailplane Homebuilders Association. $US29 (airmail
$US46) to SHA, c/o Murry Rozansky, 23165 Smith
Road, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA.
Soaring: Official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America Inc. PO Box 2100, Hobbs, NM
88241 USA. Foreign subscription rates (annually):
$US43 surface delivery;$US68 premium delivery.
Technical Soaring/OSTIV: Quarterly publication
of SSA containing OSTIV & other technical papers.
c/o T U Delft, Fac Aerospace engineering, Kluyerweg
1, NL-2629 HS DELFT, The Netherlands.
Vintage Times: Official newsletter of Vintage Gliders
Australia, edited by David & Jenne Goldsmith, PO Box
577, Gisborne VIC 3437, Membership $20 pa.

H G FA
SF 25 C 1976 Limbach L 2000
450 hours before overhaul.
Fully refinished in 2001, $65000. Flown daily.
SF 25D 1968 Limbach L 1700 zero hours! Fully
refinished in 2006. Transponder! Very nice, $52000.
Flown daily. Ph: JB 0423 787398 (Byron Bay).

General
RE AL ESTATE – NARROM INE AIR PAR K:

Vacant block for sale. Largest single block in
the estate over 2000m2. NE facing, great corner
location. No need to buy two blocks to get adequate
hangar frontage, priced to sell. Contact: Miles GoreBrown <mgbsia@pacific.net.sg>.

Wanted
Alice Springs GC is looking for one or two
two-seater gliders. Need for training & TIFs.
Have cash, so can buy today. Ph: 08 89512973
or <wakkywizard@gmail.com>.
Borgelt B40 vario. Ph: 07 54427448
or 0427 427448.

Instruments & Equipment
Australian Made-Ozflarm Aircraft situation
awareness system & back-up logger. Altair/Vega
superior glide computer & vario system (glass
cockpit), radios/transponders. Ph: Nigel at RF
Developments Pty Ltd, 07 54635670, Mon-Fri
8-4pm, <nandrews@rf-developments.com>
or [www.rf-developments.com].
Tyres in stock, free delivery during April.
Cambridge, NK Clearnav, Winter, Tost, Xcom,
microphones & wingstands. Ph: Ian McPhee 0428
847642 or <mrsoaring@gmail.com>.

Gliding Publications
Airborne Magazine: Covering all facets of
Australian & New Zealand modelling. The best value
modelling magazine. Now $60pa for six issues.
Plans & other special books available. PO Box 30,
Tullamarine, VIC 3043.
Free Flight: Bi-monthly journal of the Soaring Association of Canada. A lively record of the Canadian
soaring scene & relevant international news &

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members
up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified
per person per issue will be accepted.
Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office
for membership verification/payment by email
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93792177 or post:
130 Wirraway Road, Essendon Airport VIC 3041.
The deadline is 25th of the month, for publication
five weeks hence. Submitted classifieds will run for
one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission
of the classified must be made, no advance bookings.
When submitting a classified remember to include
your contact details (for prospective buyers),
your HGFA membership number (for verification)
and the State under which you would like the
classified placed. (Note that the above does not
apply to commercial operators. Instructors may
place multiple classified entries, but will be
charged at usual advertising rates.)

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required
for the specific aircraft being reflective of
the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All
members must adhere to the maintenance
requirements as contained in Section 9 of
the Operations Manual and as provided
by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment
should always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of
the aircraft. It should include examination
of maintenance logs for the aircraft. It is
unethical and a legally volatile situation
for individuals to provide aircraft which are
unsuitable for the skill level of the pilot, or
aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment
VICTOR IA

Hang Gliding Harnesses. One Moyes
Xtreme, little use & in very good cond, suit pilot
approximately 170 to 180cm, medium build, $450.
Also one Stealth 2, very good cond, suit pilot
approximately 160 to 170cm, medium build, $550
Ph: Ray 03 57501591 or 0409 501591.
April 2008
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Paragliders & Equipment

General

HGFA Schools
ACT/NE W SOUTH WA LES

NE W SOUTH WALES

Edel Paraglider (canopy) Atlas XL manufactured
July ’97, max. suspended weight 12.5kg, min.
suspended weight 105kg, max. wind speed 7m/sec,
price $2500. Also: Australian Light Wing turbo chute
Paraflyer, JPX 500cc motor, twin cylinder, two-stroke.
Requires carburettor shroud cords replacing. Runs
well when tuned, is intact. Price $4500 firm. Ph:
G P Parsons 02 66845190.

Learn to Fly in Canberra!

WES TER N AU STRALI A

Gradient Golden, 22 months old, very good cond,
Size 26, blue, 70 to 100kg, porosity test shows more
than 160 hrs left, total line & riser replacement
done, $2000. Supair Profeel XC harness, Size L, one
year old, c/w 17” back protector (airbag), ~$400.
Supair Evo harness, Size M, ideal for student, c/w
17” Bumpair back protector (airbag), $250. Contact:
Riaan <r.nieuwoudt@gmail.com>, +27828926821
(text only), Office 08 94200144.

Microlights & Equipment

Airborne Outback X Tundra 582
DCDI, oil injected, electric start, 285 hrs,
Wizard 3 wing, Microair radio, intercom,
headsets, helmets, water temp, dual EGT,
good cond, $26000 ono. Ph: Peter 0427 151660.
NE W SOUTH WALES

Airborne Edge 582 T2-2629, 348 hrs, wing failed
Bettsometer test. Raptor intercom, two helmets,
training bars. Base reasonable cond. for age, $5000.
Ph: Steve 0429 988101 (day) 02 65588101 (night).
Airborne Edge Exec 2002, excellent cond,
hangared, 380 hrs, helmets, intercom, radio, etc.
Reduced for fast sale $16900 ono – can deliver
NSW! Ph: Justin/Greg or Danny 0414 490907, 0407
494377 or 0428 494505.
QUEENSLAN D

Airborne Edge 582, 106 hrs, with blue top
motor & blue/white Streak 2 wing (40 hrs). Always
hangared & meticulously maintained, with full log
book history. Just completed full 100-hour service,
c/w many extras, incl. Jerry can, saddle bags, UHF
radio, GPS with loaded maps & colour screen, trailer,
covers, two helmets with intercom, $17500 ono.
Ph: Bob 0417 616994 (Brisbane).
Airborne Edge, yellow/white Wizard 2 wing, new
2003, 120 hrs. 503 Rotax overhauled @ 290, done
420. Full instruments, incl. vario. Raptor headsets, 4blade Brolga prop, $13500. Ph: Bob 07 41631779.
VIC TORIA

Airborne XT 912 S T2-6052, lilac/grey Streak 3
wing. Silver base. Purchased new 11/06. Immaculate,
unmarked, near new cond, 216 hrs, log books
current. Wing never packed up. Aircraft used for
cross-country flying, nil circuit work. New ’08 price
$60000 plus. Can arrange delivery to SA, VIC, NSW,
$46990. Ph: Geoff 03 51223489 or 0437 073400.
WES TER N AU STRALI A

Redback Trike, as new, with trailer, 140 hrs only,
$15 000 ono. Ph: 0403 342484.

Hostess, Cook & Crew wanted
for round the world adventure.
The Atlanta is an 18.5m gaff rigged topsail schooner
with accommodation for seven people, currently
residing in the Whitsundays providing tourist adventures for single and multiple night tours. Skipper
Laurie Piper has two world circumnavigations to his
credit, as well as countless trips around the Pacific
Ocean and the coastline of Australia. He brings a
professional view with an adventurous outlook and
is now offering you the opportunity of adventure as
crew on an around the world sea journey. As captain
of the ship, Laurie is responsible for all personnel
on the crew list under International Maritime Law.
Permanent crew will be remunerated on a pro rata
percentage of income (which at times can be quite
worthwhile). Guest crew (charter operations) pay
to be on board. Return air fares are guaranteed
for permanent crew. No exact route or time of
getting anywhere has been established as yet but
the general list of destinations is as follows: the
UK, South America, Caribbean Sea, Canary Islands,
Pacific ocean. Laurie personally wants to fly a hang
glider from Landsend to Dover on the south coast of
England and intends to ensure other flying venues
along the way. If you are interested in this type of
adventure as crew, cook or hostess please contact
Laurie on Laurence Piper [atlanta257@hotmail.com]
Phone: 0408181485. There will be lots of coastal
ridge soaring & cross-country thermal flights whenever the chance comes along and other activities
which include scuba diving & film making.
QUEENSLAND

Stationary winch for sale in QLD. For information
please call 0427 876095.
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Manilla Paragliding
Microair Avionics
OAMPS

15
IBC
IBC

RF Developments

17

Skywalk – Tequila2
Skywalk – Mescal2
Suzi Aero
WA Paragliding Repair Centre
Freedom Airsports
Moyes
Paragliding Headquarters – Gradient

02 6226 8400

<fly@paraglide.com.au>
Check out our new homepage!
[www.paraglide.com.au]
QUEENSLA ND

RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
APCO AUSTRALIA
Offering the full range
of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and
100% satisfaction guarantee.
Test centre for APCO gliders [www.apcoaviation.com].

Advertising – April 2008

Lake Keepit Gliding Club

The Paragliding Capital of Australia
and only three hours drive from Sydney.
At Australian Paragliding Centre we fly all
year round & are open seven days a week.
Learn to fly in a friendly, caring environment
with first class tuition & equipment.
• Licence & introductory courses
• Tandem flights
• Gift vouchers & group discounts
• Pilot Development Clinics for novice,
intermediate & advanced pilots
• International flying tours
• Cross-country & towing tours
• Ozone, Airwave paragliders, harnesses,
reserves, flying suits, GPS, UHF, EPIRBS
• Fly Products paramotor sales & tuition
Contact: Peter Bowyer on

21
33
27
BC
BC
23
IBC

APCO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000

Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based
on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has
access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the
Cooloola National Park including Teewah and world
famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly
all year round, 60km cross-country flights have been
achieved in winter!
FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing
or asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with
the experts.
INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and
the knowledge.
SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, tradein, maintenance and repairs.
YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 2,500 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581
Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>

[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]
April 2008
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VICTORIA
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VIC TOR IA

N EW SOUT H WA LES

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely
renowned as Australia’s best flying region.
Bright has been host to numerous Australian &
international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the
best, our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian
Paragliding Champion) has been involved in
paragliding since 1990 & instructing for over
10 years.
Courses
• Introductory & HGFA licence course
• Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
• SIV courses
• Tow courses
• XC tandem flights
• Equipment Sales
We are now conducting SIV courses.
See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

NE W SOUTH WA LES

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
www.activeflight.com.au
• MT BORAH, MANILLA is the one of the top 10
flying sites in the world & has more flyable days
than anywhere else in Australia. It has 4 large
launches for nearly all wind directions & easy, safe
top & bottom landings all around. Great ridge
soaring & XC all in one place. HOST of the 2007
PARAGLIDING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS!
• YOUR CFI IS GODFREY WENNESS: The most
experienced paraglider pilot in Australia. Over 7000
hours airtime since 1988, World Record Holder
– 335km (1998-2002), Longest Tandem Flight in
the World – 223km (2000-03), Multiple National
Records, National XC League Winner (inaugural
2001 & 2002), CFI, Instructor Examiner, Australian
Team Member, Prototype Test Pilot, HGFA Safety
& Ops Committee (PG), International Comps
Organiser, & Owner of World Famous Mt Borah.
• NOVICE LICENCE COURSES: Our famous 9 day,
live in, Novice Licence Courses, with genuine small
class sizes (<6), go well beyond the minimum
requirements & include thermalling, ridge soaring, safety manoeuvres & more. Over a week of
the highest quality tuition by highly experienced
pilots/instructors, using the latest techniques
& equipment costs only $1720 (including
accommodation and $400 equipment discount).
• THERMALLING, XC & OTHER TUITION: We specialise in PG & offer personal one-on-one & group
tuition in areas such as basic skills refresher,
thermalling, cross-country, SIV safety clinics, & Intermediate, Advanced, Tandem, Motor & other ratings.
• HG TO PG ENDORSEMENTS: its easier than
you think!
• ONLY QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM THE BEST
BRANDS: Importer of Advance, Flytec, Hanwag
and JDC. Stockist & service of all equipment,
new & secondhand.
• CABINS & CAMPING ONSITE: Stay at Mt Borah
– its nice & quiet! Cabins for just $15p/n ($100
p/w) & camping $6 ($35 p/w).
So come flying with Manilla Paragliding, where the person who shows you the mountain, owns the mountain!

Phone Godfrey Wenness on:
02 6785 6545 or fax: 02 6785 6546
email: <SkyGodfrey@aol.com>
‘The Mountain’, Manilla, NSW 2346.
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WE STE RN AU STRA LIA

Australia Wide Services
HGFA Approved Paraglider
Testing & Repairs

• Comprehensive testing and repairs
to all paragliders
• Fully equipped service and repair
agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin,
Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone,
Paratech, Sky, UP
• Full written report
• Harness repair and modifications
• Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
• Parachute repacking
• Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
• Prompt turnaround
PARAGLIDING
REPAIR
CENTRE

Paragliding Repair Centre
680 Traylen Road, Stoneville WA 6081
Office/Fax: 08 92952820, Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]
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OAMPS Insurance
Brokers Ltd
ABN 34 005 543 920

Let us set a better course for your GFA Glider insurance
OAMPS Aviation

Australia’s Aviation
Insurance Specialist

GFA Glider insurance packages are
the only option approved

ACN 005 543 920

and initiated by the GFA for

PO Box 1898

the benefit of members.

North Sydney
NSW 2059
Fax: (02) 9424 1710

Why pay more than you need to?
Call OAMPS Aviation now

(02) 9424 1700
Email: aviation@oamps.com.au

A PROFESSIONAL REGISTERED INSURANCE BROKER

